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applications.
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1 Q Wide-Frequency-RangeSignal Generator Output Section Design, by RobertR. Col| \J /ison, James B. Summers,Marvin W. Wagner,and Bryan D. Ratliff Outputpower amplification and control, amplitude modulation, and reverse power protection are handled here.
l') r{ Signal Generator Frequency Synthesizer Design, by Thomas R. Faulkner, Earl C.
4a
Uertei*son, Ronald J. Mayer, Brian M. Milter, and Mark A. Niemann Six phaselocked
loops minimize phase noise and spurious outputs and provide high-accuracy, low-distortion
angle modulation.
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In this Issue

The object on top ol the acrylic rod in the center of our cover photo is a
resonator(SAWR),one of severalthat are important
surface-acoustic-wave
contributorsto the high performanceof a new synthesizedsignalgenerator,
the HP 8642N8. This RF signalsourceis designedto produceexceptionally
clean signals at frequenciesfrom 100 kilohertzto 1057.5 megahertz (A
model) or 2115 megahertz(B model). Sources like the HP 86424/8 are
neededfor testingthe vast array of equipmentoperatingin this frequency
range, including RF communicationssystems like the new cellular
home entertainmentdevices,and avionicsequipmentsuch
radiotelephones,
as instrumentlandingsystems(lLS). In the design and productionof RF communicationsequipment, for example,the signalgeneratorsimulatesan idealtransmitterfor makingmeasurements
on receivers.The critical signal generatorspecificationsare level accuracy,phase noise, and
spurious outputs,becausethese characteristicshave a direct impact on measurementsof the
of sensitivity,selectivity,and spuriousresponse.The HP 8642A/B's
criticalreceivercharacteristics
performancein these key areas, say its designers,is the best availabletoday. You'll find an
introductionto the HP 8642N8 in the articleon page 4. The other six articlesin this issue deal
with its contributionsto the state of the art in its electricaland mechanicaldesigns,simplified
controland operation,automatictest system compatibility,and simplifiedrepair and calibration.
SAW devicesfirst appearedin these pages in December1981. In Februaryof that year, our
issuewas devotedto the HP 86624 SignalGenerator,an RF signalsourcedesignedfor exceptional
spectralpurity,like the HP 8642N8, and very fast frequencyswitchingspeed. lt's instructiveto
award. Of course,the
comparethese two designs,which are rivals for the best-spectral-purity
newergeneratortakesadvantageof fiveyearsof technologicaldevelopment,includingthe SAWRS.
However,both designsdependon multiplephase-lockedloops and speciallow-noiseoscillators
(a switched-inductance
design in the HP 8662A).The HP 8642A18doesn't eliminatethe need
standard,the HP
low-phase-noise
for the HP 8662A, but it may well unseatthe long-established
and
design,featuredin our February1973issue,is mechanicallytuned
86408.This 13-year-old
is
for
generators.
The
HP
8662A
best
production
the
newer
testing
speed
of
match
the
can't
that are important
phasenoisecloserthan 5 kHzto the carrierand for fast switching,characteristics
in satelliteand radartesting,where the carriergets multipliedto microwavefrequencies.The HP
8642N8 is best for phase noise at offsetsgreaterthan 5 kHz, has the lowestspuriousoutputs,
testing,
are importantfor RF communications
and costslessthan the HP 8662A.lts characteristics
are similar
whereadjacentchannelnoiseis critical.The HP 8642A/B'sphasenoisecharacteristics
to but about 6 dB betterthan those of the older HP 86408.
Decemberis our annualindexissue.The 1985 indexbeginson page 36.
-R.P. Dolan

What's Ahead

Leadingoff next month'sissue is our secondarticleon HP's next generationof computersnow
underdevelopment.The articlediscussesthe fundamentalsof the optimizingcompilersdeveloped
architecture.Other articleswill cover the design of
lor the new computers'reduced-complexity
the HP 7O9OAMeasurementPlottingSystem,which is a waveformrecorder,X-Y recorder,and
digital plotter all in one unit, and usabilitytesting of the HP Portable and Integral Personal
Computers.
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A High-Performance
SignalGeneratorfor
RF Communications
Testing
High-reliabilitydesign, extended calibrationintervals,and
fast calibrationand repair maximize ATE systemuptime.
Spectralpurity is exceptional.
by RobertE. Burns
S THE COMMUNICATIONS SPECTRUMbecomes
increasingly crowded, requirementsfor the equipment usedin communicationssystemsbecomemore
stringent. The advent of new methods for people to communicate using radio frequencies, such as cellular radio,
accelerates this trend. Manufacturers of communications
equipment need calibrated signals of high quality to verify
that their products are meeting stringent specifications. This
needs to be done quickly, usually under computer control.
The HP 8642A and 86428 Signal Generators (Fig. 1) can
provide these signals.
High-quality communications equipment must transmit
and receive voice and other data clearly and accurately over
long distances, sometimes in the presence of strong interference at nearby frequencies. To the radio manufacturer, this
means that the receiver must be sensitive to very small or
weak signals. The noise the receiver adds must be small.
The receiver must be able to demodulate the data with low
distortion. It must also reject all frequencies other than the
one it is tuned to.
To test these receiver characteristics, low-noise signals
are required whose amplitude and modulation characteristics can be controlled precisely over a wide dynamic range.
The HP 8642A18 can provide signal levels from - 140 dBm
(0.023 prV) to + 20 dBm (2.2a V) with 0.1-dB resolution and
guaranteed accuracy of t1 dB above 0.1 pV over the
specified environmental conditions. The frequency range of
the HP 8642A is 100 kHz to 1057.5 MHz, and the HP 86428

generatesfrequencies from 100 kHz to 2115 MHz. Both models have a built-in modulation oscillator that generates signals from 2O Hz to 100 kHz. Hence the HP 86428, with its
internal modulation oscillator, can generate frequencies
from 20 Hz to 2LL5 MHz. This represents a dynamic range
of eight orders of magnitude for both frequency and amplitude control. In both models, output can be swept in both frequency and amplitude. AM can be controlled from 0 to 99.9%
with 0.1% resolution. The output signal can be frequency modulated to deviations beyond 375 WIz at any carrier frequency
(provided that the instantaneous frequency is always above
100 kHz). Phase and pulse modulation are also available.
Perhaps the greatest performance contribution of the HP
8642A18 is its exceptional spectral purity at offsets important in communication systems. The single-sideband (SSB)
noise of - 138 dBc/Hz at an offset of 20 kHz from a 1-GHz
carrier is further lowered using binary frequency dividers
for output frequencies down to 100 kHz, providing exceptionally clean performance throughout the RF spectrum.
But low noise is not useful if large spurious signals are
present. All HP 8642A18 nonharmonics are guaranteed to
be below - 100 dBc. Attention has been paid to other important details, such as radiated emissions and third-order
intermodulation performance, ensuring exceptional out-ofchannel performance. Thus the HP 8642A/8 can offer in a
fully programmable instrument the level of measurement
confidence normally associated only with manually controlled cavity-tuned generators.

Fig. 1. Ihe HP 8642A18 Signal
Generatoruses new low-noiseoscillator designs with high-Q surface-acoustic-wave(SAW) resonators to improve spectral purity
overcavityluned genetatorc.ltsfrequencyrangeis 100kHz to 1057.5
MHz (A model) or 2115 MHz (B
model). High accuracy, wide output
powerrange,and broadmodulation
capabilitiesmake it suitablefor the
moststringentrecelvertesls
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These characteristics allow radio manufacturers to measure receiver parameters with high accuracy and confidence. The signal generator can be tuned to the same frequency as the receiver to make in-channel measurements
such as sensitivity, SINAD (ratio of signal level to noise
and distortion), flatness, and distortion. The accurate frequency, output level, and modulation characteristics of the
HP 8642A/8 reduce errors in these measurements. The
superior spectral purity of the HP 8642A/8 allows accurate
measurementsof the receiver's ability to reject interference
(out-of-channel measurements).In this case, the signal
generator is tuned to a frequency different from the frequency the radio is receiving.The extremely low levels of
noise and spurious signals of frequencies other than the
HP 8642AlB output frequency means that very little power
is generated in the channel the receiver is tuned to. This
is important if the receiver's ability to reject interference,
or selectivity, is to be measured. These same high-performance characteristicsare also useful in general-purpose
RF applications.
System Architecture
The design that provides this level of performance in a
synthesized, fully programmable signal generator begins
with the overall block diagram,Fig. 2. The HP 86424/8 is
an indirect frequency synthesizer employing phase-locked
loops for frequency control and modulation. The design of
any phase-locked loop involves complex trade-offs among
many different performance parameterssuch as frequency
resolution, switching speed,spectralpurity, and modulation characteristics. The HP 8642A18block diagram separates these often conflicting challenges into three separate

phase-lockedloops. Each loop is designedto optimize a
particular parameter,and these characteristicsremain relatively unaffected by changesin the output frequency. Two
other loops are used to combine thesethree separatesignals
into one continuous output signal coveringthe main octave
of operation from approximately 0.5 to 1 GHz. A sixth loop
provides referencefrequencies.The design of the six phaselocked loops in the HP 8642AIB is discussed in the article
on page 24. T}re output sections and the audio modulation
facilities are described in the articles on pages18 and 3 1'
Designing for the ATE Environment
Providing the full capability of the HP 86424/B block
diagram to the user in a straightforward and friendly manner proved challenging.A 16-bit microprocessoraccessing
over 250Kbytesof memory is usedto achievethis obiective.
An LCD display was selectedto provide alphanumeric capability without strobe-related electromagnetic interference.
Extensive help firmware usesthe display to lead even firsttime usersthrough subtle aspectsof instrument operation.
Besides setting new standards for RF performance, the
HP 8642A|8 is designedspecifically for the ATE (automatic
test equipment) environment. Ease of configuration, reliability, and uptime have become as important in buying
decisions for this type of equipment as the traditional concerns of price and performance.The presenceof a powerful
internal controller, coupled with modular mechanical design, allowed the designteam to addressthese challenges
in new ways. The controller design is discussed in the
article on page 6.
A typical application for the HP 8642A/8 may put this
instrument in a complex system of instruments represent+5 to +21 dBm
100 kHz to 1057.5MHz
-140 to +20 dBm

45 to 90 MHz

HP 8542A Only

877.5 MHz
922.5 MHz
967.5 MHz

HP 86428 Only

742.5 MHz
787.5 MHz
832.5 MHz

45 or 832.5 MHz

@
@

45.1 to 49.130859or 832.6 to 954.6875MHZ
0.1 to 4.130859or 0.1 to 132.1875MHz

86428 Doubler AM/Pulse Modulation

500 kHz

RF
Output
FM/PM
Input
External
Time Base
Input

AM/Pulse
Inpul

1 0 0 k H z t o 2 1 1 5M H z
-140 to +16 dBm

Modulation

Fig.2. The HP B642NB is an indirect frequency syntheslzer.Sx phaselocked loops are used
for frequency control and modulation.
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ing large investments in equipment and engineering. High
uptime, the percentage of time the instrument is not down
for troubleshooting, repair, or calibration, is important for
the user to benefit fully from the investment made in a
complex test system. High uptime starts with good reliability. During development of the HP 8642A18, this meant
extensive stress analysis of all components, junction temperatures analyzed and minimized, and copious amounts
of air flow provided. Development hardware at every phase
was subjected to extensive stress testing involving thermal,
mechanical, and electrical shock.
Given a collection of over 3000 electrical components,
however, the likelihood of failure can be minimized but
will still remain finite. Clearly there are advantages to going
beyond designing for reliability and considering the design
impacts on diagnostics, troubleshooting, and repair. Key
to easy serviceability is a mechanical product design that
allows easy access to critical circuitry. This objective is
usually at odds with the packaging requirements of a synthesizer having a - 100 dBc specification on spurious outputs, rvhere often the first impulse is to weld it shut. In
the HP 8642A18, a clamshell die-cast housing maximizes
the grounding area available for low-pressure gasketing.
This, coupled with the rigidity of the die-cast housings,
minimizes the number of fasteners required to seal a module. All RF circuitry is housed in one of eight die-cast
modules. These modules have well-defined specifications
on all inputs and outputs. They can be individually extended quickly and easily by releasing two snap fasteners.
By removing typically six to eight screws, large sections
of critical circuitry can be exposed and analyzed while
operating. Details of the mechanical design are in the article
on page L4.
This sort of accessibility is only valuable if a fault can
be quickly traced to an individual module. To achieve this
goal, basic test equipment such as a voltmeter and a power
meter are built into the instrument. Each module contains
an analog multiplexer that allows access to several critical
monitoring points, yet adds only one filtered line to the
module. These points are polled and monitored through
several different levels of diagnostic tests. Critical failures,
such as loop unlock, are monitored continuously. Exten-

sive diagnostic firmware allows the operator to trace most
faults to the module level without removing the instrument
covers. If maximum system uptime is a must, a failed module can simply be exchanged with a new module in minutes. An EAROM sent with the new module can be downloaded into instrument memory quickly and easily, bringing the instrument into calibration without the need for
any manual adjustments. If component-level repair is more
appropriate, the built-in diagnostics can help track down
the faulty component. If it becomes necessary to replace a
critical component, the HP 8642AtB can recalibrate itself
automatically. Acting as an HP-IB controller, it can direct
certain pieces of associated test equipment to make measurements, then store the new calibration data internally.
Using these features, engineers were able to trace induced
faults in developmental HP 8642A/Bs over the telephone
using modems.
The serviceability approach taken for the HP 8642,\/8 is
discussed in the article on page 10. Built upon a foundation
of high reliability, these diagnostic and serviceability features should contribute to saved time and money for designers of RF test systems.
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Muat to the original block diagram design. Rob Oeflein and
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design decisions benefitted from inputs from Steve Holdaway and Mike Hadley. Eric Anderson and Jon Sigler achieved
the amazing feat of maintaining unyielding positions on
product reliability and serviceability without creating
enemies. Efforts well beyond the call of duty were turned
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User Interfaceand InternalControllerfor
an RF SignalGenerator
by Albert EinsteinLassiterand CharlesR. Kogler
HE USER INTERFACE of the HP B6a2A/B Signal
Generatoris designedto provide many conveniences
and to make the instrument easv to use. The user
interfaceincludes the keyboard,the display, and the HP-IB
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(IEEE 4BB) interface.
The HP 8642A1B has a 2S-character alphanumeric display for function settings and messages (see box, page 9).
The instrument prompts the user with what is expected

next in many casesso the operatingmanual doesn't have
to be depended upon so heavily. Messagestell the user
what is going on or what the user has done wrong. For
OFFis displayed if AM is on when
example, AMTURNED
pulse modulation is selected.This messagehelps the user
learn that AM can't be done simultaneously with pulse
modulation. Another example is AMPTDLIMITSMAXAM,
which tells the user that the requestedAM setting is not
allowed at the current amplitude setting.
Two user-defineddisplayablemessagescan be used for
any desired purpose.Thesemessagesallow the display to
be used as a test system's large-characterdisplay for
prompting the operator,or for recording a company'scapital assetnumber for the instrument inside the instrument,
or for any other user-definedmessage.Theseuser-defined
battery-backed-upmessagescan be kept and displayed on
demand, or output over the HP-IB.
All individual indicators outside the display have been
eliminated by using the alphanumeric display. Individual
and putse simply appear in
indicators like sntrr, RF.OFF,
the alphanumeric display, thereby reducing the cost and
clutter of the front panel. By using the alphanumeric display and by usingindividual LCDsigmentsasone-wordindicators,about 40 individual indicators were eliminated.
A pull-out card is sometimesprovided in other instruments to supply lists of messagecodes,HP-IB codes,and
special functions. The need for a pull-out card has been
eliminated by using the alphanumericdisplay and by printing HP-IB codes for all keys on the front panel near each
key. The list of specialfunctions is scrolled through on the
display using the HELPfunction; since all messagesare
alphanumeric,there is no need to list the specialfunctions
on a pull-out card.
HP 8642A/8 messageshave a messagecode at the right
end of eachmessage(for example,E24in the messageAMPTD
LIMITSMAXAM .E24).This messagecode allows easy reference to the operating manual, where each messageis described more thoroughly. These descriptionsare useful to
those unfamiliar with the full meaning of messagesand
and could be espethe abbreviationsused within messages,
cially useful for nonEnglish-speakingusers, Most of the
descriptions of messagesinclude a statement of what
causedthe messageand what to do about it.
Built-in Convenience
The OFFON key is used to toggle functions off and on.
This key reduces the number of keys and the number of
individual indicators needed for functions, and presents
to the user a consistent, easy-to-understandmethod for
turning functions off and on. This key is alsousedto recover
from errors causedby accidentallyhitting the wrong keys.
Functions can be turned back on easilyto their last selected
values.
Amplitude can be set directly in units of dBm, volts,
mV, pV, and dBpr.V.It can be set in other units, like dBV,
dBmV, dBf, and dB relative to an arbitrary amplitude setting, by using the amplitude relative capabilitiesof the HP
8642A1B.The HP 8642A19can also convert amplitude settings to any other amplitude units. For customersworking
in EMF amplitude units (popular in Europe and Japan)the
HP 8642A18has an EMF mode that causesall amplitude

settings to be displayed and entered in EMF amplitude
units (like EMF V, dB EMF pV, and so on). Once the
amplitude units areconfigured,the useronly needsto press
one amplitude units key to terminate a new amplitude
setting.
The knob functions on the HP 8642A/8 are designedto
provide conveniencesto the user in settingfunctions. The
knob can be used with any of the instrument's function
settings,for manual sweeps,for scrolling through the list
of specialfunctions using the HELPfunction, or for changing
the phaseof the RF output in 1'steps. Eachfunction also
has its own settableincrement value, which can be used
with the STEPo and STEPv keys, or with the knob during
the KNOBINCRmode. For instrument settings,when the
knob is turned quickly, largerstepsaretaken,so the setting
changesmuch more quickly. The knob algorithm allows
the user to have control over three and sometimesfour
digits without having to changethe knob resolution. This
algorithm allows the user to go all the way from the
minimum settingto the maximum and back in a relatively
small number of turns, Once near a desiredsetting,turning
the knob slowly gives precisestepsof single digits to finetune the setting,The KNOBINCRmode allows the customer
to define the size of each step. This mode can be used for
putting (frequency)channel spacingson the knob so that
each step from the knob gives the next channel. The KNoB
HOLDfunction allows the knob to be dedicatedto one function, while any other function is changed with the STEP
keys and the DATAkeypad. This function can be used to
changefrequencywith the knob while changingamplitude
with the STEPkeys.The KNOBHOLDfunction can greatlyreinteractively.
when changingtwo parameters
ducekeystrokes
The HP 8642AlBhas 51 nonvolatile save/recallregisters,
which saveall instrument settings,specialfunctions, knob
resolution, and other data.The recall registerscan be used
to make complicatedinstrument setupsquickly and easily,
to select the user's favorite modes (like EMF units, FM
preemphasis,etc.),or just to make automatic testing work
is faster than setting statesover the
more quickly (RECALL
can be used with the STEPa and
HP-IB).SAVEand RECALL
STEPq keys to set up or modify sequencesof recall registers, or to recall the last state recalled before the instrument's state was modified. The SEQuencefunction steps
through instrument setups saved in consecutiverecall registers.This function is especiallyuseful in semiautomatic
systems;an operatorcan sequencethrough up to 51 different stateswhile testingor adjustinganotherunit under test.
HP-lB Design
The nonvolatile HP-IB addressis settablefrom the front
panel. To keep the instrument usable in a system even if
the batteryis dead,an internal switch will be readat turn-on
if the addressis lost.
The HPJB statusbyte is designedso that it can'be used
flexibly during either status polling or when a service request (SRQ)causesan interrupt to a program.Of particular
interest is how the HP 8642A18communicatesmessages
to the HP-IB controller. Three groupsof messagesare internally kept track of for possible HP-IB output. Porometer
chonged messagesinform the user that the HP 8642,\/8
has changed some other setting to allow a new setting.
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Executionerror messages
describethe HP 8642A/B'sreason
for not executingan attemptedsetting.Hardwarc errormessagessignal the presenceof an internal hardware problem
that the user might be able to resolve.There are separate
statusbits and messagelists, and separatefunctions to clear
the statusbits and read back the messages
for eachof these
three groups of messages.
This separationprovides enough
flexibility to allow the HP-IB user to decide what types of
messagesto handle or ignore and when to handle them.
For example,the usermay want to ignoreparameterchanged
messages,handle execution error messagesby polling the
statusbyte, and handle hardwareerror messagesby having
SRQcausean interrupt.
Messagescan be output as messagecode numbers (for
easycomparisonby a computer)or as alphanumericstrings
(for messagehandling by a human or for output to a printer).
The ability to output messagesas alphanumericstringscan
eliminate the need to look up messagecode numberswhen
developinga program.
The settingsof functions are easily read over the HP-IB
using the output activefunction (OA)command.The setting
is output as a string that includes the function prefix and
units. This string can be read directly into a numeric variable on an HP-IB computer or it can be read into a string
variable which can be later written back to the HP 8642A18
to get that setting again. The string can be used to print
the instrument's settingson a printer. As a convenienceto
users of a particular set of amplitude units, amplitude settings are output in whatever units they are set in (e.g.,dB
EMF g.V or dB relative to the amplitude reference).The
display can be read over the HP-IB, including cursor positions and the state of the display indicators below the alphanumeric characters.By reading the display, the states
of modulation sources, special functions, increment set
values, references.and so on can be read via the HP-IB.
The HPJB interface,combined with the powerful service and diagnosticfunctions (seearticle, page 10),results
in very powerful, useful,and time-savingcapabilitiesavailable in no other signal generator.
Internal Controller Design
Radio frequency (RF) signal generatorsare primarily
analog instruments,and in the past,their design has been
in the analogRF designers'domain.When microprocessors
were first used in instruments, their main purpose was
automating functions, so the instrument could be used in
an automatic test equipment (ATE) environment. The role
of the microprocessorhasbeencarriedmuch farther during
the development of the HP 86424/8.
From the very beginningof the project,the analogdesigners were encouragedto consider the microprocessoran
integral part of their design, and to make use of it to the
fullest. The digital hardware/firmwareteam demonstrated
its commitment to this philosophy by selecting a 16-bit
68000 insteadof a less powerful B-bit microprocessor.The
implementation of this design philosophy has resulted in
a very high degreeof microprocessorinteraction with the
analoghardware,and provides the customerhigher performance,better reliability, and more functionality for lower
cost.
The digital hardware/firmwaredesign team had several
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key goals.Maximum performanceand functionality were
needed.The internal controller had to provide what was
neededfor the instrument's modules to meet their particular input and output specifications.The complicated set
of signal generator hardware and capabilities had to be
presentedin a friendly, easy-to-usemanner.
Extensiveserviceability-relatedbuilt-in featuressuch as
module swap, self-calibration,and self-diagnosticswere to
be implemented to maximize the uptime of the instrument
and to reducecostsduring production (seearticle,page10).
The power of the microprocessormade possible a wide
rangeof easy-to-usefunctions that provide additional useful instrument capabilities. These capabilities are implemented totally or mostly in firmware, using hardware
that is already required to perform some other function.
For example, stepped frequency sweep, phase-continous
frequency sweep, and amplitude sweep are implemented
in firmware. The only hardware added for thesesweepsis
a DAC (digital-to-analogconverter)for the X-axis output,
an output line for the Z-axis output, and one extra control
line for the IF referenceloop. Special functions to set frequency to 0.1-Hz resolution, to changethe output phase
in one-degreesteps,to invert the polarity of the external
FM/PM input, to disablesettling (for fasterswitching), and
to hold the attenuator setting during amplitude setting
changes are implemented with no additional hardware.
The RFOFF/ON
function (which reducesthe RF level without switching the attenuators, thereby prolonging attenuator life) requires no additional hardware, becauseit
usesa combination of filter and divider switching and reduction of the output section vernier level. The dcFM update mode special function (which shows frequency drift
on the display during dcFM) uses hardware already required for doing dcFM correction.
The HP 8642A1Bhardware is rather complicated, with
many instancesof coupled functions. That is, the rangeof
one function's settings may be limited by the settings of
other functions. Rangechecking of functions is optimized
to allow the user to get the maximum performance and
flexibility from the instrument.An exampleof this flexibility is the coupling betweenthe amplitude and AM settings.
At amplitudes above 14 dBm, it is not possibleto get the
maximum AM depth of 99.9%. The combination of
amplitude and AM settingsis limited such that the output
is limited to a maximum peak envelopepower of Z0 dBm.
Thus, at an amplitude setting of 15.8 dBm, the user is
allowed to set AM as high as 62,2"/o.
Conversely,if the user
has AM set to 30%, the instrument allows the amplitude
to be set tp to L7.7 dBm. More complicated examples of
coupled functions are the relationship between RF frequency, FM, modulation frequency, and the FM preemphasis special function, and the relationship between
center frequency, sweep span, and sweep time for phasecontinuous frequencysweep.Again in thesecases,the user
is allowed the maximum possibleperformancefor all combinations of the coupled functions.
The microprocessorcontrols and reads over 300 bits of
instrument hardware information. Of these.about 250 bits
relateto analoghardwarecontrol and feedback.The processor is especiallyinteractivewith the modulation oscillator.
Normally, the microprocessorcounts the modulation fre-

quency and feeds back correction data to the oscillator
hardware. This processor interaction enables the instrument to meet its stringent specifications for modulation
oscillator accuracy without resorting to a synthesized modulation source and associated spurious outputs. This correction process can take up to 250 ms. For faster tuning
speed, a special function that disables this counting and
correcting for each modulation oscillator change can be
used. Correction data from the previous counting and correcting cycle is used instead. Since the amount of drift over
time is relatively small, the user can calibrate the settings
when a test begins by using the count and correct algorithm
(or the user can use a different special function that calib-

rates all five modulation oscillator bands at once) for the
first setting(s)of the modulation oscillator, then switch to
the other algorithm with negligible loss of accuracy,but
with much faster switching time.
Heavy processorinteractionwith analoghardwareis also
used during dcFM (seearticle, page 24).
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Display Design
ln designingthe HP 8642NB display, severalkey goals had
to be met. The instrumentstate informationhad to be presented
would
withminimumclutterso thatthe instrument
understandably
be easy to use.The volumeavailableinsidethe instrumentfor
the displayand keyboardwas very limited.The displayhad to
viewinganglespecifications
and hadto be vlewable
meetmilitary
interin dim lighting.lt had to generateverylowelectromagnetic
had to be low.Thetradeference(EMl),and powerconsumption
offs clearly showed that a custom alphanumericliquid-crystal
display (LCD) was the best way to meet the oblectives.
light-emitting
diode(LED)displayswerefound
Seven-segment
to draw too much current (over an ampere would be needed).
Usingthat much currentwould makethe powertransformerlarge
enoughto requirethe next largercabinetsize.Becauseof the
LEDs could not be driven multistringentEMI specifications,
plexedto reducepowerconsumption.
Othertypes of displays,
like CRTs,vacuum fluorescent,and so on, requiretoo much
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Fig. 1. fhe HP B642AlB's 11-segmentcharacter (a) and
character set (b) were developed to reduce the number of
LCD driver pins without resorting to multiplexing.

power,use too much instrument
volume,or generatetoo much
EMI.
characA liquid-crystal
displayallowsthe useof alphanumeric
ters for the displayof messages,prompts,and otherinformation,
volume,and uses very little
uses a smallamountof instrument
includingdrivers).In addition,LCDs
power (only mllliamperes
cost lessthan LEDs,there are no alignmentproblemswith the
and LCDsallowmuchmoreflexibility
individual
displayelements,
to the user.
for displayinginformation
We needed a way to drive the LCDSto get the best viewang
anglefor our application.LCDs havea viewingangle limitation
that dependson the peakvoltageappliedbetweenthe backplane
voltageusedto drive
The larger.the
segments.
and the individual
the LCD,the betterthe viewingangleis.
LCDswith manysegmentsare usuallydesignedwithmultiple
backplanesso thatthesegmentsareactuallydrivenwithmultiplewaveforms.
WhenLCDsaredrivenmultiplexed,
levelmultiplexed
off segmentsaren't reallydriven at zero volts, but only at a low
enoughvoltageso that they do not lookturnedon withina certain
thereforelimitsthe drivevoltage
viewingangle.Thismultiplexing
of the on segmentsto about3.2Vpeakfor the type of LCD used
Below3 2V the viewingangleis fairlylimited.
in the HP 8642A18.
Above 3,2Vthe off segmentsstartto lookslightlyon.
To get the best possibleviewingangle,the HP 86424/8LCD
whichallowssegments
segmentsaredrivenwithno multiplexing,
to be drlvenat 5.2Vpeak (10.4Vpeak{o-peak)withthe off segments drivenat zero volts.The 5.2V power supply is already
availablefor the digitallCs.Drivingthe LCDwithno multiplexing
requiresmanymoreLCDsegmentpins,whichmeansmoreLCD
driverlCs. To reducethe numberot segments,an 11-segment
characterand characterset are used insteadof the more comcharacterand characterset.Thismakesit posmon 14-segment
sibleto drivethe 2s-characterdisplaywith lust 11 LCD drivers
15.
(eachdriving32 segments)insteadof approximately
Fig. 1 shows the 11-segmentcharacterand characterset.
Note that the centersegmentof the Z characteris reallyjust one
segment,even though it appears to be two. The two sections
are connected by an internaltrace.
Somecustomersrequirethe displayto be readablein a dimly
LCDsare passivedisplays,so theyneedexternal
litenvironment.
bar evenlylights
lightingto be visiblein dim light.A backlighting
lightbulbs,one at each
the displayusingjust two incandescent
the lightbulbsare driven
end of the display.For betterreliability
at well belowtheirratedvoltage.
The HP 8642A18display is designedto be viewablein a 45'
viewingcone even in the dark,The backlightingbar designis
describedin the articleon page 14.
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hardware and firmware related issues. Ken Burden modified and helped support our firmware development tools.
We would especially like to thank Jena Pittmon and the
rest of the technical writing staff for doing such an excellent
job in writing the Operating Manual and Operating Fundamentals. These are our best manuals to date and are being
used by other divisions as models for how to do instrument
manuals. We would like to acknowledge the efforts of the

entire HP 8642A1Bproduction line for bringing problems
to our attention promptly and for really taking the quality
commitment to heart. We would also like to acknowledge
the materials purchasing and scheduling groups and the
componentsengineeringgroup for sustained,high-quality
efforts over a long period of time. Finally, thanks to the
rest of the HP 8642A18design team for their efforts in
making our job easier.

SignalGeneratorServiceFeatures
MaximizeUptime
by Michael T. Wende

O MAXIMIZE UPTIME, the HP 8642,{/8 Signal
Generatoris designedwith an emphasison reliability and extended calibration intervals, so that the
intervals between failures or required calibrations are expected to be much longer than in previous generations of
HP RF signal generators. To reduce downtime when calibration or repair does become necessary,the instrument has
extensive built-in self-tests and service features for fault
detection, fault diagnosis and isolation, and calibration.
The fault detection facilities increase measurement confidence and reduce the time required to locate and fix system
problems. The fault diagnosis and isolation facilities
quickly isolate problems to one of the HP 8642,{/8's independent modules, which can then be replaced easily on-site
and recalibrated in minutes without the need for test equipment. Component-level repair and calibration of individual
modules is addressed by other built-in features, including
signature analysis, self-calibration routines requiring a
minimum of additional equipment, and external automatic
calibration capabilities
Fig. 1 shows typical HP 8642A/8 fault messages and
diagnostic displays.
Automatic Testing
The HP 8642A18 performs many checks automatically
to give the user confidence that it is operating properly.
Whenever it is powered on, it executesa 20-secondself-test.
All display segments are turned on, all 32K bytes of RAM
are tested for read/write/addressing,all 2S6K bytes of ROM
have their checksums verified, the EEPROM used for calibration data has checksums and write protection verified,
and the 68000 microprocessor is functionally checked. The
instrument is set to a variety of frequencies, modulations,
and output vernier settings to verify that the loops remain
locked. To establish confidence in the fault detection circuitry, each loop is forced to an illegal state that will generate an error signal if the circuitry is working properly.
AII testsare performed with all attenuator pads in to protect
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anything that might be connected to the output connector.
Finally, the instrument is returned to the preset configuration. For any failures detected during the self-test, appropriate messages are stored to be viewed at the user's convenience. The display flashes to indicate that failure messages
are stored. Depending on the SRQmask, an HP-IB controller
may also be interrupted by detection of an error.
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Fig. 1. TypicalHP 8642AlB error messagesand diagnostic
drsp/ays.

After the turn-on test, circuitry within the HP 8642A1B
continuously monitors the phase-locked and ALC loops to
trap any errors. The error messages identify whether the
specific loop is continuously out of lock (ool) or had a
transient or spurious OOL. The OOL detection circuitry is
disabled during switching to avoid misleading messages.
Whenever a user entry occurs, the firmware makes various bounds checks for valid states. Some of the circuits
(e.g., the frequency counter) are tested during state changes.
When an instrument state is saved. the batterv capacitv is
checked.

SemiautomaticDiagnosticAids
selfSimilar to the turn-ontest is the instrument-level
diagnostic(ILSD).The ILSDrequiresthreeto six minutes
to run, depending on model and options. This self-test
exercises essentially all of the circuits in the entire instrument. Over 1000 measurements are made at various frequencies, bands, modulation configurations, and amplitude
Ievels. It is an extremely comprehensive functional test of
the HP 8642A1B.While impractical to prove, it is estimated
that greater than B0% of all functional failures will be detected by this collection of subtests. The HP 8642A'18 may
also be configured as an HP-IB system controller so that
an external printer produces a hard copy of the test results.
The test may be run in an infinite loop for intermittent
failure checking. There is also a stop-on-error mode to preserve the instrument state for a detected failure. All of this
can be controlled from the front panel without any tools
or disassembly. In many cases, this test will identify the
specific module to be replaced.
Each of the subtests in either the turn-on test or the ILSD
can be run separately. There are additional semiautomatic
diagnostics that require an operator to move some cables.
All of these individual diagnostics are useful either for
verifying a failure or for tracing a fault to the component
Ievel. All of them may also produce hard-copy results,
infinitely loop, and stop on errors like the ILSD.
The turn-on RAM test checks all 32K bytes by reading,
inverting, reading, inverting, and reading. This test is nondestructive and will catch most failures in RAMs that were
previously tested good in the factory. The ILSD contains a
more comprehensive RAM diagnostic that conducts a walking-ones test. After testing, each RAM section's swappedout contents are restored. In both tests, if an etror is found,
the failed RAM chip is identified.
There are various tests to manipulate the display in several ways for checking groups or individual character segments and annunciators. Another test prompts the operator
to press the keys in a certain order and records any errors.
For the modulation section, one of the semiautomatic
diagnostics prompts the operator to connect the unsensed
modulation output to the external AM and FM inputs. The
built-in routines then manipulate the instrument hardware
such that the existing peak detector can be used to check
the level out, the audio frequency, and the integrity of the
input/output paths.
In the reference summation loop, the built-in diagnostics
check several aspects. First, the integrity of the OOL detection circuitry must be verified. Each loop may be put into
an illegal state that should always generate an OOL signal.

For many, this is accomplished by turning off one of the
RF input signals to the loop. The absence of a reference
should make any properly working phase-locked loop generate an OOL signal. A message is generated if this does not
happen. Once the OOLdetection circuitry is known to work,
the diagnostics will set the instrument to frequencies that
require the particular loop under test to lock at the high,
middle, and low points of every oscillator band. Lock acquisition time and power output are checked for each point.
Loop lock is also tested with worst-case legal FM modulation
on. Both transient and steady-state failures are recorded.
In the output section, because of circuit-to-circuit variations in overrange capabilities, some of the diagnostics
are adaptive. The algorithm first checks for actual capability above a specified limit, then uses the result for over-,
modulation testing.
Component-Level Manual Aids
Experience with previous instruments has demonstrated
the usefulness of having convenient access to interesting
circuit points. The shielding requirements of an instrument
such as the HP 8642A18 prohibit the indiscriminate addition of connections through the casting walls. Therefore,
only one return line is allocated to each module. This line
is multiplexed inside the module with severaluseful circuit
nodes and the ool detection line. The service feedback
lines go to the IiO board and are connected in parallel to
the ooL latches and an analog multiplexer which selects
one line for the voltmeter (Fig. 2).
The internal dc voltmeter consists of a comparator and
a 10-bit DAC, which perform a successiveapproximation
under firmware control. A precision voltage reference and
ground are measured before the selected point to calibrate
the reading. Since some of the sense points are prescaled
before being multiplexed, the firmware performs postscaling before displaying the reading.
If a more accurate measurement, an ac reading, or an
oscilloscope display of a waveform is required, there is a
buffered test point on the I/O board where external equipment may be connected to the built-in multiplexer network.
This eliminates much unnecessary mechanical disassembly during troubleshooting and allows for RF circuit observation in situ.
There is also an uncommitted input to the multiplexer
network on the I/O board. A user can connect a clip lead
to this test point to measure arbitrary circuit nodes. This
capability often eliminates the need for additional test
equipment.
One of the voltmeter's multiplexer inputs has an RF detector with response to approximately 1 GHz, along with
a coaxial cable. When this point is selected, measured
power is displayed in units of dBm. While not accurate
enough for calibrating the HP 8642A18, it is sufficient for
troubleshooting the internal RF paths.
Once a problem has been isolated to a relatively small
circuit, the technician may need to exercise this circuit in
specific ways. Selecting a high-level instrument state (e.g.,
frequency, amplitude, etc.) corresponding to the desired
circuit state requires very detailed knowledge of the instrument. In the HP 8642A19, there are many service functions
that allow control at manv levels. For instance, the fre-
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quency counter may be used in all of its modes with simple
commands, or the user may set and clear each of the counter's control bits individually. There are intermediate levels
of user control for other sections. All control bits, DACs,
and serial data receivers can be individually configured.
It is often useful to know what state a bit should be in. and
compare this to the actual state. Service functions exist
that return supposed bit states, Iatch contents, and loop
output frequencies.
All of these service functions are available over the HP-IB
as well as locally.

SignatureAnalysisfor ComputerCore
The diagnosticaidspreviouslydiscussed
dependon the
internal microcomputer's working to a minimal extent.
This, of course, may not always be the case. For component
level repair of the digital control circuitry, extensive digital
signature analysis is designed into the HP 8642A1B.lumpers
are used to open the data path from the microprocessor to
force a free-run condition for testing the 68000, addressing
logic, ROM contents, and miscellaneous logic. Next, interrupt operation can be verified by use of a switch that causes
a continuous request. There are two signature analysis
routines in the ROM for additional testing. One is a RAM
test, which does not use any stack or variables itself. The
routine exercises the RAM by writing patterns into it and
reading them back out. In addition to the normal extender
boards for the microprocessor and I/O boards, there is a
special signature analysis board for the I/O board. The I/O
board's outputs are rerouted to its inputs, and the second
signature analysis routine exercises the input and output
latches with specific patterns.

Assuranceof Calibration
ForsituationswheretheHP 8642AlBspecifications
must
be verified, a trip to the standardslab may be eliminated
by use of an HP 89525 Signal GeneratorTest System.This
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Fig.2. To minimize connections
through casting walls, only one
service feedback line is allocated
to each module. These lines are
connected in parallelto the out-oflock |atches and an analog multiplexer, which selects one line for
the voltmeter.

system is compact enough to be taken to the systems in
which HP 8642A/Bs are installed. Calibration can be verified without removing the HP 8642A1B from the rack.
Since this verification takes less than an hour. svstem
downtime can be minimized.
On-Site Galibration after Module Swap
It is common for programmable instruments such as the
HP 8642A/B to be installed in large, multibay test systems.
The cost of such systems often necessitates their continuous operation. In many cases, the support costs of these
systems may far exceed their original costs, so the minimization of downtime has extremely high priority. In the past,
the MTTR (mean time to repair) of a complex instrument
usually was quite long. Often the most reasonable choice
was to stock extras of each instrument and to swap the
entire box.
With the HP 8642A1B, an on-site service strategy can be
employed instead. Using an on-site service kit, a trained
technician can isolate the problem to a module, replace
the module, and recalibrate the instrument in no more than
two hours for most failures (not counting travel timeJ. This
on-site strategy uses the ILSD, other built-in diagnostic
routines, and the internal voltmeter. Once a module has
been replaced, the loading of its calibration data takes only
minutes (see box, next page). The bad module can be exchanged and component repair performed off-site as convenient. The transfer of calibration data used in this strategy
effectively decouples the problems of keeping production
systems running and servicing instruments. Repair and
calibration facilities can operate in an orderly and efficient
manner with a minimum of fire-fighting.
Self-Calibration of Individual Modules
After component-level repair of a module, it is to be
expected that the previous calibration data is no longer
valid. The major goals in obtaining new calibration data

are fin order of importance): reliability, minimum set of
required equipment, minimum operator training, and
minimum operator time. With these goals in mind, the
capabilities of the internal computer are exploited. Automatic calibration routines are built into the HP 8642,4'/8
for obtaining the needed data for repaired modules.
These routines have extensive checking built-in to reduce the accidental occurrence of wrong setups or incorrect
test equipment. An HP-IB printer can be used to obtain a
hard copy of the generated data. Once these routines are
executing, the only operator requirement is for an occasional setup change. The operator is free to attend to other
tasks for most of the calibration time. The worst-case equipment requirements for any of these routines are quite modest. Depending on the routine selected, an HP 89o1A or
HP 89018 Modulation Analyzer or an HP 8902A Measuring
Receiver may be needed. Some of the routines require a
system DVM that is HP-IB compatible and performs dc and
ac voltage measurements. The command set of the DVM
is not critical. Miscellaneous cables and adapters are required and are provided in the bench service kit. A printer
is always optional. No other equipment is required for any
of the self-calibration routines.
The reference summation loop is a good example of this
built-in self-calibration. For each setup, the HP 8642,t/8
first verifies: 1) that the proper internal connections have
been made, 2) that the proper connections between the HP
8642A18 and the external test equipment exist, and s) that
the proper external test equipment is on the HP-IB and is
correctly configured for the particular set of measurements.
Next, the HP s642AlB hardware is tested to check that it
is functioning properly and has the required adjustment
ranges. Various loops have multiple oscillator bands, each
of which must be separately calibrated. Each band's tuning
curve is characterized first. Hundreds of voltage and frequency measurements are required for this and are automatically taken. There is a shaper circuit that corrects
the oscillator sensitivity to the desired value. This shaper
circuit must also be characterized. For each of the hundreds
of calibration points, the pretune and shaper corrections
must be individually calculated. This data is then automatically stored in an EEPROM (see box on the right).
Similiar routines exist for the modulation section, the
FM loop, the heterodyne module, and the output section'
Some of the modules in the HP 8642A18 do not require
such calibration.

ExternalAutomaticCalibration
The built-in self-calibration does not answer the calibration needs of all situations. There may be occasions where
a different set of test equipment is to be used, occasions
where a different weighting exists for the calibration goals
listed above. For these and other cases, the HP 8642A/8
can have its calibration data entered in another way. All
of the data can be entered and read out over the HP-IB by
any bus controller. With the multiple levels of control available through service functions, the circuitry can be manipulated in the same manner as bv the self-calibration routines.
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Electrically ErasablePROM
Storage for Calibration Data
Wlth the HP 8642A/B'sextensiveuse of softwarecalibration,
it was necessaryto find a betterway of storingcalibrationdata
The requirements
than had been used in previousinstruments.
These
ruggedness,low cost,and convenience.
were reliability,
criteriaeliminatedsuch alternativesas battery-backed-upRAM,
normalEPROMs,bubblememory,dlsc,and tape storage.lt was
felt,ior example,that if calibrationdata for the attenuatorneeded
to be replaced,a technicianshould not have to removethe
board.Indeed,it is stronglydesirableto be able
microprocessor
to storesuch data over the HP-lB.
The choice made for the HP 86424/8 was to use five-volt-only
EEPROMs.These parts have data retentiontimes equivalentto
normal EPROMs.The write cycles are specified in the tens of
thousands,whichis ordersof magnitudebeyondany conceivalifetime.These
in one instrument's
ble numberof recalibrations
board,
EEPROMsare soldereddirectlyintothe microprocessor
withoutsockets.This providesgreat ruggednessand reliability.
In normaloperation,the EEPROMsarewrite-protectedby a physlocatedon a tab on the top of
lcal switch,whlch is conveniently
board.
the mlcroorocessor
Whena module
On-sitesupporthas additionalrequirements.
is swapped to repalr an HP 8642A/8, it is accompaniedby a
small printedcircuitboard (calboard)with a pair of EEPROMS
on it. These are mapped like the pair on the microprocessor
board, but they contain only the calibrationdata for the new
module.The person repairingthe HP 8642A/8on-siteuses a
service functionto transierthe new data from the calboard to
board.A new snapshotof the eniireinstruthe microprocessor
ment'sdata is put into the calboard as a backup. The calboard
residesin a box on the rear panelof the HP 8642Ai8,to be used
board requiresreplacement.
in case the microprocessor
Variousservicefunctionsexistfor examiningvaliddata in both
residentEEPROMand the calboard,comparingthe contentsof
the two,and performinga varietyof datatransfers.Eachmodule's
calibrationdata has its own checksums.Substantialeffort was
expendedin makingthe handlingof calibrationdata forgiving
and safe. Appropriate messages are generated ior cases of
unprotectedand invaliddata.
In additionto calibrationcorrectiondata, severalother types
Includedareinstrument
arestoredin the EEPROM.
of information
modelnumber,serialnumber,listof installedoptions,calibration
methods used for each module,data of last calibration,and
versioncodes for the modules.
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lnternallyModularSignalGenerator
MechanicalDesign
by Michael B. Jewell and Mark W. Johnson

NE of the principal goals for the mechanical design
of the HP 8642A1B Signal Generator was to provide
effective shielding to ensure high performance
without sacrificing serviceability or ease of manufacture.
This ruled out "stiff" RF gaskets, large numbers of screws,
retaining nuts for RF connectors, and covers that can't be
removed without unsoldering components.
The design that realizes these goals divides the circuitry
into functional blocks or modules. These modules are
treated as small, complete instruments that have well-defined input and output specifications, require minimum
external inputs (power, digital control, and RF signals),
and can be completely built and tested before final assembly, which then requires a minimum of testing and adjust-

ments for the assembled instruments to meet specifications.
The module design is illustrated in Fig. 1. Each consists
of two printed circuit boards sandwiched between three
die castings for shielding. The printed circuit boards have
ground planes on both sides extending to the edges and
between all sections that need shielding from each other.
Through these areas are many closely spaced plated holes
connecting the two sides of the board, thereby effectively
forming a continuous ground plane, which prevents RF
energy in the board material from escaping. These ground
plane areas are also the places where the cast base and cast
covers make electrical contact through the main RF gasket
material.
All RF connectors and power or control feedthrough fil-

Cast Aluminum Cover

Spiral
RF
Gaskei
CastAluminum
Base
Board-to-Board
Filtered Feedthroughs

Filtered Feedthroughs
Conductive Elastomer
Feedthrough Gasket

Fag.1. HP 8642AlB functional module construction
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ters that must pass through the shielding are grounded
immediately at the shield by conductive elastomer grommets. This ensures that a good ground connection is made
immediately at the shield, which is optimum for keeping
RF noise on a wire or cable outer conductor from radiating
inside the shielded enclosure. Yet, when the screws that
hold the cover on are removed, there are no additional
nuts, solder joints, or other connections preventing removal
of the cover, and all electrical components are intact and
functional, allowing operation of the circuitry for troubleshooting.
Power and control lines come to a module over a flat
cable from a power and digital distribution board (Fig. 2).
This cable attaches to one of the boards in the module.
Printed circuit traces then lead to the filter feedthroughs
mentioned above. Power and digital signals are delivered
from this board to the other board in the module through
feedthrough filters, which are attached to the base casting
and plug into rear-entry connectors on each board'
The main RF gaskets are spiral-wound metal strips,
which are attached to the castingsby being pinched periodically between a low wall and short bosses as shown in
Fig. 1. Because the gaskets are soft and the castings are
stiff, few screws are needed to hold the covers on, thereby
greatly improving serviceability.
The sandwich design provides for a continuous ground
connection, which completely surrounds each shielded
section of circuitry-above, below, and through the printed
circuit board. Compared to the older, more common practice of grounding boards at a few discrete locations, this
technique provides much more predictable RF performance and much higher levels of shielding.
The custom die castinss allow internal and external walls
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Fig. 2. Powerand control ltnescome to a moduleover a flat
cable. Slidingsnap fastenerssecure each moduleto guides
attachedto the frame.
to be placed virtually anywhere, making possible a large
number of shielded compartments on a single printed circuit board.
Thermal Considerations
The thermal conductivity of the aluminum castingstends
to provide very uniform temperatures inside the modules
even when power is concentrated in certain areas.In addition, the number and location of air holes can be tailored

Fig. 3. Module pulled out and
covers removedfor service.
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to the power being dissipated in each module.
Cooling is accomplished by drawing air up through the
modules first, then through the high-performance, dc ballbearing fan, across the power supply rectifiers, and lastly
through a heat sink holding the power transistors.
The fan is centrally located in the air flow path and is
totally enclosed in the instrument, which greatly reduces
the external noise level.
Serviceability Considerations
The modules are mounted in the instrument as shown
in Fig. 2. Two sliding snap fasteners secure each module
to guides attached to the internal framework.
A four-color silkscreened diagram on the inside of the
instrument top cover provides a detailed map for servicing.
An RF connector wrench and fuse puller are mounted inside the instrument.
To replace a module, the two snap fasteners are disconnected, cables are removed, and the module is lifted out
and replaced with a known good module. For operating
module repair, extender pins are screwed into the tops of
the two guides mentioned above. The snap fasteners are
then unlatched, the module is pulled up, and the snap
fasteners are reconnected at the top of the extenders. The
covers can now be removed and the printed circuit boards
examined while fully powered-up (see Fig. 3).
Advantages of the Design
Because of the conductive elastomer grommets used to
ground the connectors and feedthroughs and the use of a
soft RF gasket, access to HP S642A/B printed circuit boards
is obtained by removing only a small number of screws.
This provides high serviceability while maintaining very
high shielding levels.
The modularity concept, with its fully specified and
tested modules, provides high manufacturability and serviceability. Manufacturability is high since each module's

performance specifications are verified as a separate unit,
so that when the modules are assembled into the instrument, the entire instrument will have a very high likelihood
of meeting overall performance specifications. Serviceability is high since modules can be swapped in an instrument
in the field and the instrument will still meet its performance specifications.

Liquid CrystalDisplayBacklighting
Becauseof the serviceability and easeof use goals for
the HP 8642A1B,it was decided that a large alphanumeric
display would be required. At the same time, low power
consumptionand low EMI were important. A liquid-crystal
display (LCD) fit all of the requirements.One drawback
with LCDs, however, is that they are not readablein the
dark. The designteam consideredthis condition unacceptable (even though it often exists) and designeda method
of backlighting the display.
Some of the goals for the design were:
I Bright, uniform lighting of a very long LCD
r Highly reliable light source
r Ability to fit in the minimal spacebehind the LCD.
The construction and operation are best explained by
describingeach of the parts individually. The letter designations for parts refer to Fig. 4.
The LCD printed circuit board (a) is designedwith the
driving circuitry surfacemounted on the back side. This
provides the maximum space available for the backlight
and minimizes the number of external interconnections.
The main reflector (b) is a brilliant white plastic sheet
that lies along the frosted (roughened)back surfaceof the
backlight and wraps around the light bulbs and parabolic
sections at each end. Its function is to reflect and diffuse
back into the backlight any light that leavesfrom the back
surface.It is important that this be a separatepart, not in
intimate contact with the backlight, to preservethe total

s
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Flg.4. LCD display construction.
(a) LCD printed circuit board. (b)
Main reflector.(c) Conductiveelastomer connectors.(d) Spacerslreflectors. (e) Light bulbs. (f) Backlight. (g) Locators.(h) Diffuser. (i)
LCD. (j) Retaininghardware.
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Fig. 5. Backltghtdetail.
internal reflection (TIR), which predominates at the back
surface of the part. Aluminizing or white paint on the back
surface would not work here, since these substanceshave
a high index of refraction. This could eliminate or reduce
the possibility of TIR since this phenomenon depends on
light traveling in a medium with a high index of refraction
compared to the surrounding medium.
The conductive elastomer connectors (c) have many
parallel rows of conductive rubber separated by nonconductive rubber. They connect a conductor on the LCD board
to contacts on the backside of the LCD.
The white spacers/reflectors(dJ keep the elastomer connectors from coming into intimate contact with the light

bar. This also preservesTIR. The light sources (e) are axialleaded incandescent bulbs.
The backlight (f) is a molded clear acrylic part which
takes light from the lamp at each end and distributes it
uniformly acrossthe front exit window (Fig. 5). The frosted
back side produces a mostly diffuse light source whose
intensity is not strongly affected by viewing angle. The
light leaving the lamp is largely collimated by the cylindrical approximation of a parabolic reflector at each end. It
then travels down the backlight and is eventually intercepted by the frosted back surface of the part. Here it is
reflected and diffused and exits through the front of the
part. To compensate for greater absorption and internal
reflection toward the center of the part than at the ends,
the roughness of the back surface is nonuniform, being
greater toward the center than at the ends. By tailoring the
surface roughness, the intensity of the exit light can be
made extremely uniform over the entire length of the part.
Two locators (g in Fig. 4) position the backlight and light
bulbs while holding the main reflector in contact with
parabolic ends of the backlight.
The diffuser (hJ is a thin sheet of frosted clear plastic,
which takes the already mostly diffuse light exiting the
backlight and further diffuses it, producing a light source
that is even more uniform and has unnoticable dependence
on viewing angle. The LCD (i) is a standard wide-temperature-range transmittive LCD.
Advantages
The unit operates with only two bulbs driven at a level
that guarantees very long bulb life. If one light should burn
out, the illumination drops noticeably, but is still very
usable and verv uniform. This allows the user to continue
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Fig. 6. LCD module.
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to use the display in a dark environment while scheduling
maintenance to replace the bulb. The backlight provides
bright, uniform illumination for a very long LCD in the
minimum thickness behind the front panel normally
needed for standard switches. From service and manufacturing standpoints, the finished, fully tested LCD assembly
(Fig. 6) is just another module, which can very easily be
swapped, both in the field and on the assembly line.
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Wide-Frequency-Range
SignalGenerator
OutputSectionDesign
by RobertR. Collison,JamesB. Summers,MarvinW. Wagner,and BryanD. Ratliff
WO OUTPUT SECTIONSare used in the HP 8642A1 is required in the main octave,which increasesFM distorB Signal Generatorto cover the 0.1-to-1057.5-MHz tion. By using this heterodyne band, the amount of FM
frequencyrange.In the HP 86428, a doubler output
deviation required from the main octave is reduced. This
section is added to cover the 1057.S-MHz-to-211S-MHzfrereduces FM distortion for a given FM deviation and inquency range.
creasesFM deviation capability for this frequency range.
Fig. 1 is a block diagram of the two output sections-the
This benefit is offsetby higher carrier noise, which is usuUHF output section and the heterodyne output section.
ally not a concern when using large FM deviations. The
Fig. 2 is a block diagram of the doubler, attenuator, and
heterodyneLO for this rangeis an 832.5-MHzSAWR (surreverse power protection section. Both the UHF and the
face-acoustic-wave-resonatorJ
reference oscillator locked
doubler output sections contain power-amplifier/peak-deto the 45-MHz reference,and the RF input signal is an
tector microcircuits and ALC loops. While similar in some
832.5-MHz-to-963.5-MHz
signal from the UHF output secrespects, these elements are not the same in the two sections
tion.
and are discussed separately in this article.
The UHF and doubler output sectionshave ALC loops
The range oI +.t MF{z to 1057.5 MHz is generated by
to control the output vernier power Ievel and generatethe
dividing the main octave oI sza.zs MHz to 1"o57.5MHz
desired AM. In the heterodynebands, these functions are
with binary dividers (divide by N, where N:1, 2, 4, B, 16,
done by controlling the RF input signal to the heterodyne
32,64, or 1,28).
output section from the UHF output section, since the
To obtain frequencies from 0.1 MHz to 4.1 MHz, the
heterodynesectionhasno ALC loop. This allows amplitude
heterodyne output section is used. The heterodyne LO is
modulation at low RF frequencies and simplifies ALC
a 45-MHz reference signal that originates inthe HP 8642A18
bandwidth switching.
time base, and the RF signal is a 45.1-MHz-to-49.L-MHz
signal from the output of the UHF output section (the +16
band). This selection of heterodyne input frequencies
maintains good carrier noise performance and uses a convenient, available LO frequency.
To generate wide-deviation FM with low distortion from
0.1 MHz to 131 MHz (particularly useful for the home
entertainment market in the BB-MHz-to-l08-MHz range and
for characterizing IF amplifiers), the same heterodyne output section is used, but with higher RF and LO frequencies.
Normally, this frequency range is covered by the main octave divided by N via the UHF output section. Choosing
to divide by N provides the best carrier noise performance,
but also divides the amount of FM deviation from the main
octave by N. Therefore, N times the amount of FM deviation
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Critical Design lssues
The critical requirements for the output sections were
high output power capability with low RF harmonic distortion, low output intermodulation distortion, low incidental
AM and PM, accuratewide-bandwidth AM with low AM
distortion, Iow residual AM and FM. low noise contribution, good RF output impedance,accurateRF output level
to very low levels, and reversepower protection. Features
added for increasedflexibility include amplitude sweep,
ALC off, and attenuator range hold. Digitally stored calibration is used to correct output RF level and AM level to
increaseaccuracy.
One of the prime applications for the HP 8642.\/8 is as
a stimulus for testing very sensitivereceiversand pagers.

quency from 4.1 to 1057.5 MHz, and in level from 0 to 6
dBm. As this signal enters the UHF output module, its
level is amplified to * L5 dBm by an amplifier whose last
stage is driven into compression. The output of this
amplifier, ranging between +15 and +17 dBm, drives an
amplitude modulator.
The amplitude modulator is a switching type modulator
that acts as a programmable limiter. Since its input signal
is rich in harmonics anyway, no penalty is paid because
of harmonic generation. In fact, any even-order harmonic
components in the modulator input signal that are caused
by asymmetries (other than duty cycleJ are suppressed.
The main benefit of this modulator configuration is that
its output signal level is not a function of its input level
as long as the input level is above a limiting threshold
level. This prevents variations in the divider output level
from affecting ALC bandwidth. The switching modulator
also exhibits a better noise floor than a pin diode modulator.
The output of the amplitude modulator is applied to the
low-pass filter section. The signal is buffered and sent
through one of sixteen low-pass filters. The corner frequencies of these filters are spaced every half octave to guarantee
that the second harmonic of the lowest frequency used

Typically, testing of these receivers includes sensitivity
characterization (typically on the order of 0.2 pcV) and
SINAD measurements. To do this characterization accurately, the stimulus must have very good output level accuracy down to very low levels, and at the same time, must
maintain low RF leakage to prevent stimulation of the receiver by radiation. The HP 8642A18 maintains an output
level accuracy of l.1 dB down Io -'1,27 dBm (0.1 pV)'
which is adequate to test most receivers. From - 127 dBn't
to - 140 dBm (0.022 g.V) the accuracy is +3 dB. Low leakage is maintained by shielding techniques, which are a part
of the HP 8642AIF_module concept. Also, proper dressing
of cables and RF leakase tests of assembled instruments
ensure low leakage,
UHF Output Section
The UHF output section takes the unleveled, harmonicrich output from the dividers of the sum loop and converts
it into a leveled sinusoidal output. Amplitude and pulse
modulation and amplitude sweep are also accomplished
ir-rthis module.
The block diagram of the UHF output section is shown
in Fig. 1. The RF signal from the dividers ranges in fre-
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with a particular filter is at least one half octave above the
cutoff frequency of the filter. The filters are arranged in
two banks of eight filters each to ease the requirements on
the pin diodes used as the switch elements.
Once through the filters, the signal passesthrough a pin
diode switch, which is used for pulse modulation. The
pulse modulator is placed after the filters to avoid ringing,
which would otherwise occur as the filters attenuated some
of the spectral components of the pulse modulated signal.
The output of the pulse modulator is amplified to the
levels required to drive the output power amplifier. The
output power amplifier is a thick-film microcircuit that
contains a pair of microwave bipolar transistors connected
in a Darlington configuration. The use of series and shunt
feedback produces a flat gain response as well as a low
output impedance at the collectors of the transistors. The
output amplifier microcircuit also contains the ALC peak
detector and the backmatch resistor.The low output impedance of the amplifier keeps the ALC loop bandwidth from
changing as the load on the amplifier is varied. In conjunction with the backmatch resistor, the low output impedance
provides a broadband match.
The peak detector on the power amplifier microcircuit
senses the amplitude of the output signal. In the loop
amplifier, the peak detector signal is compared with signals
from the level vernier DAC (digital-to-analog converter)
and the AM input from the modulation section of the instrument. The output of the loop amplifier drives the amplitude
modulator to force the detector output signal to equal the
sum of the vernier DAC and AM signals, thus performing
the automatic level control function.
The frequency responseof the loop amplifier determines

the bandwidth of the ALC loop. When no AM is required,
the ALC loop bandwidth is reduced to 200 Hz to provide
the best noise and intermodulation performance. When
AM is desired, the ALC loop bandwidth is widened to
provide 100-kHz AM bandwidths for carrier frequencies
greater than 33 MHz, and 2O-kJIz bandwidths for carrier
frequencies less than 33 MHz. At 33 MHz, the detector
response is altered to prevent ripple on the detector output
from causing amplitude errors at the lower frequencies.
Thus it cannot respond to AM envelopes as fast as it can
at higher frequencies, so the bandwidth is restricted.
An ALC OFF mode allows the vernier DAC to drive the
modulator directly. In this mode the ALC loop is opened
and level accuracy is determined by stored calibration data.
ALC OFF mode is used for the best intermodulation performance at small offsets, as well as in pulse mode. In pulse
mode, using the open-loop configuration eliminates the
need for a minimum pulse repetition rate.
Design for Low Noise
One of the primary design goals for the UHF output section was that it contribute little to the overall instrument
noise. There are two mechanisms by which the UHF output
section can affect the noise level of the signals passing
through it.
Multiplicative noise is noise modulated onto the RF carrier primarily by the amplitude modulator. This is almost
entirely amplitude noise (in phase with the carrier), since
the modulator has been designed to minimize incidental
phase modulation. To minimize multiplicative noise, emphasis was placed on low-noise design throughout the
baseband ALC circuitrv. Also, the level vernier DAC and
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AM signals are summed separately into the ALC integrator.
This allows noise from the high-impedance DAC circuitry
to be filtered without affecting AM frequency response.
The second noise contribution is additive noise, which
results when a signal passesthrough any stage that contains
a noise source. Noise of random phase is added to the RF
signal. This noise can be broken into components in phase
with the carrier (amplitude noise) and in quadrature with
the carrier (phase noise). Additive noise has been
minimized by maintaining high RF signal levels throughout
the signal path, and by using low-noise stagesfor amplification and modulation.
The switching modulator offers definite advantages for
low-noise operation. First, because its nature is that of a
switch, diode current is either zero or twice the signal
current for most of the RF cycle. The shot noise contribution
of a diode in series with the signal path is inversely proportional to the square root of the diode current when the
diode is biased on. The switching modulator exhibits much
higher diode cuments when forward-biased than does a
pin diode modulator. The second advantage of the switching
modulator stems from its limiting nature. Amplitude noise
from the divider circuitry is reduced by the limiting action
of the modulator, typically by about 10 dB.

OutputPowerSpikeElimination
In the design of the UHF output section hardware and
the related processor control firmware, emphasis was
placed on the elimination of output power spikes caused
by a loss of signal to the ALC loop during divider or oscillator band changes. When the RF signal drops out, the ALC
loop attempts to compensate by increasing the control current to the modulator. When the RF signal reappears, the
modulator current may be much too high, causing a
momentary high power output from the output power
amplifier. To prevent this, during band changes the vernier
DAC is set to zero and a built-in offset within the DAC
prevents the ALC integrator from slewing the modulator
current towards full on.
Another potential cause of signal loss in the ALC loop
occurs when low-pass filter switchpoints are crossed. To
prevent this, the processor always switches the low-pass
filters such that the initial and final frequencies are in the
filter passband during the frequency transition. Moving up
in frequency, the new higher-cutoff-frequency filter is
switched in before anything else happens. Moving down
in frequency, the current filter is left in until the frequency
transition has occurred. and then the correct filter is
switched in.
Calibration and Diagnostics
To take full advantage of the powerful microprocessor
that controls the instrument, an analog multiplexer is designed into the UHF section circuitry to monitor key voltage
levels. Most mechanical adiustments have been eliminated
and replaced by microprocessor-controlled DAC adjustments. All test points necessary for calibration and operational verification are brought out through the multiplexer.
Output level calibration is a two-stage process. First the
gain and offset of the vernier DAC are characterized, and
then the frequency response of the RF peak detector in the

power amplifier is determined. Corrected level accuracy
at the output of the UHF output section is typically 10.1
dB over the 4.1-to-1057.S-MHz frequency range.*
Amplitude modulation depth is calibrated by characterizing the detector diode at 17 frequencies. The detector
diode exhibits an offset from its ideal characteristic that is
dependent upon stray reactances. This offset is measured
and stored as correction data. When setting AM depth, the
processor uses this offset data and the level vernier DAC
voltage to compute the AM voltage required from the modulation section.
As mentioned earlier, operation in ALC OFF or pulse
modes depends on calibration data for level control. Here,
the output power as function of the level vernier DAC
setting is characterized at 22 frequency points and two
levels at each frequency. A double interpolation is used to
set any arbitrary level at any arbitrary frequency.
Amplitude Sweep
A useful feature of the HP 8642A18 is amplitude sweep.
The output amplitude can be swept over a 0-to-20-dB range
either linearly or logarithmically. This allows such measurements as amplifier compression testing, log amplifier
testing, and detector linearity testing. Amplitude sweep is
done with the ALC loop closed to provide good amplitude
accuracy and linearity.

HeterodyneOutputSection
The heterodyne output section is designed to frequency
translate the RF output signal from the UHF output section
by means of a mixer and very linear RF and IF paths. In
the process, both AM and FM pass through virtually unchanged. The heterodyne output section uses bipolar transistor amplifiers, LC filters, a doubly balanced mixer, a
SAWR oscillator, a FET switch, and pin diode switches.
The SAWR oscillator and sampling phase-locked loop used
for the LO in the 0.1-to-131-MHz band are very similar to
those in the frequency synthesis section (see article, page
24) and are not discussed here. The heterodyne switch uses
a ceramic substrate with TO-5 relays similar to the output
attenuator (see below); it is used to switch the heterodyne
section in or out as desired.
As previously mentioned, two heterodyne bands are implemented in the HP 8642A18 to allow the user to choose
between a lower-noise output signal or wider-deviation
FM capability. This creates special design challenges, since
several circuits have to perform well for two ranges of
heterodyne section RF input frequencies that are approximately 800 MHz apart in frequency. In some cases, this
requires that two different circuits be used. Switching between these circuits is accomplished using pin diode
switches and TTL drive circuitry. In both bands, the overall
gain of the heterodyne output section is nominally unity.
There were two major design challenges for this section.
The first is the suppression of unwanted (spurious) signals
generated during the frequency translation process. The
guaranteed specification for these nonharmonically related
signals is that they are more than 100 dB below the carrier
in the 0.1-to-4.L-MHz band. The second challenge is the
preservation of the desirable characteristics of the UHF
tThis accuracyexcludeserrors n the measuringnstrument
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output section signal, such as level accuracy,spectralpurity, and modulation.
Spurious-Signal Considerations
The two primary mechanismsfor the generationof spurious signals in the heterodynesection are mixing products
and leakage.Since all the amplifiers in the RF signal path
are designedto be extremely linear, the only significant
source of undesired mixing products is the mixer. To
minimize the level of these spurious signals,a high-level
mixer is used and the RF level presentedto the mixer is
kept relatively low. Thereis approximately26 dB of attenuation between the heterodyne section input and the RF
port of the mixer. Further attenuationof this signal would
seriouslydegradeits signal-to-noiseratio, so it is important
that the mixer have low spurious response.
It is also necessaryto include switched low-passfilters
in both the RF and IF paths (see Fig. 1). The switched
60-MHz low-passfilter is used in the 0,1-to-4,1-MHzband
to reducethe harmonicsof the RF signal input to the mixer
so that they will not mix with harmonics of the LO signal
and createspurious signalsthat cannotbe filtered out later.
The switched 4.1-MHz or 131-MHz filters in the IF path
are used to filter out mixing products that are higher in
frequency than the highest-frequencysignal desired from
the selected heterodyne band. For the higher-frequency
heterodyneband, two five-pole filters are used to achieve
the desired rejection. In the lower-frequencyheterodyne
band, one seven-polefilter is sufficient.
Critical Components
Selectionof the pin diodes used to switch the low-pass
filters is based upon three important parametersthat are
all critical to the performanceof the circuit. The first important parameteris off capacitance.If the capacitanceis too
high, spurious signalsare able to couple around the filters
that are designedto reject them. This is especiallytrue in
the IF path, where two filters run parallel and one has a
much higher bandwidth than the other.The secondimportant parameteris insertion loss.Sincethe entire heterodyne
sectionruns open-loop,it is important that the diodeshave
a very consistentforward resistancefrom diode to diode.
This allows repeatablegain characteristicsfrom module to
module. The last important parameterof the pin diodes is
low-frequency response.The insertion loss of the diodes
has to be flat down to 100 kHz so as not to distort the
amplitude modulation and frequencycharacteristicsof signals with sidebandfrequenciesaslow as 100kHz. Selecting
diodes that can meet all three of theserequirementssimultaneously was a real challenge:however, a diode and a
design meeting all the requirementswere found.
Thermal Considerations
As previously mentioned, the heterodynesection is designedfor a nominal gain of unity. Spurious-signalconsiderations require that the RF input signal to the mixer be
severelyattenuated.This results in a down-convertedsignal attenuatedby more than 30 dB that must be amplified
back to its original level. To meetHP classB environmental
specifications,the circuit has to work from 0'C to 50'C
with lessthan 0.2 dB variation in net gain, including mixer
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conversionloss,pin diode insertion loss,attenuatorlosses,
and amplifier gains, all of which vary with temperature,
Compensationfor all thesefactorsis achievedwith a single
two-element seriesnetwork.
A thermistor in series with a resistor is added to the
emitter circuit of one of the three amplifier stages.This
thermistor has a negative temperaturecoefficient; as the
temperatureincreases,its resistancedecreasesand the net
gain of the amplifier increases.This compensatesfor all of
the other temperatureeffects,which have a net effect of
lowering the gain with increasingtemperature.By adjusting the nominal resistanceof the thermistor and resistor
as well as the temperaturesensitivity of the thermistor, a
net gain variation of less than 0.2 dB over the specified
temperaturerange is achieved.
Doubler Output Section
The primary function of the doubler section is to extend
the upper frequency limit of the HP 86428 from 1057.5
MHz to 21,1,5
MHz. Fig. 2 shows the overall doubler block
diagram.
The input signal that drives the doubler module comes
from the UHF output section. The input signal's level is
+ 16.5dBm and its frequencyis between528.75and t052.5
MHz. The frequencydoubler is a full-wave bridge rectifier
with four diodesthat arecontainedwithin a singlepackage.
This reduces parasitics and improves diode-to-diode
matching, which enhances doubler performance. The
bridge is driven by a balun made from coaxial cable and
ferrite beadsto simulate inductors at the frequency of operation. The output signal from the doubler is at twice the
input frequency. In addition to the doubled frequency,
there are also nfo/2subharmonics,where n:1.,3,4,5...and
f" is the desiredoutput frequency.Thesesubharmonicsare
as high as - 15 dBc and must be filtered with a tunable
bandpassfilter that operatesfrom 1057.5to 2115MHz. To
overcomethe 12 dB of conversionlossin the doublercircuit
and to minimize additive noise, a gain stagefollows the
doubler circuit to maintain a good signal-to-noiseratio.
Amplif ierlFilter/Modulator Microcircuit
The signal level in the amplifier/filter/modulatormicrocircuit is increasedby 9 dB by a single-stageGaAs FET
amplifier that has a flat gain response.
Since the doubled signal has nfo/2subharmonicsas high
as - 15 dBc, a tunable bandpassand notch filter that operates over the entire doubler frequency range is used to
reject the subharmonicsby 35 to 40 dB. Two input lines
to the filter control the passbandand notch response.The
calibration of the filter is critical if the subharmonicperformance specificationis to be met. The microprocessorcontrols an eight-bit DAC such that when all the digital inputs
are at a Iogic low level, the filter is centeredabout 1057.5
MHz. When all digital inputs to the DAC are at a logic high
level, the filter is centeredabout 2115 MHz. When characterizing the filter's response,the DAC is set to 33 known
statesand the 3-dB bandwidth is determined.The center
frequency can be calculated from the 3-dB frequenciesof
each state so that for a given frequency setting an exact
DAC number can be calculatedto tune the filter properly.
From the 33 known DAC numbers and center frequencies,

the remaining statesare interpolated.When the frequency
setting changesby more than 5 MHz, the microprocessor
updates the DAC number to tune the filter to the proper
center frequency.
The RF signal amplitude is controlled through the use
of a two-sectionpi-configurationmodulator to achieve0.1dB output level resolution and to provide amplitude modulation. The control devicesare pin diodeswhose RF resistance, which depends on the amount of dc bias current,
determinesthe RF attenuation.The dynamic range of the
modulator is 40 dB. Harmonicson the output of the amplitude modulator arelessthan - 40 dBc,while subharmonics
arelessthan - 55 dBc.With the modulator setfor minimum
insertion loss, its nominal RF output level is + 2 dBm.
Power Amplifer and Peak Detector Microcircuit
The power amplifier, which follows the amplifier/filter/
modulator microcircuit, provides the necessaryoutput
powerto meetthe RFpowerspecificationfor the instrument.
The input signal receivedfrom the amplifier/filter/modulator microcircuit must be increased in signal level to
provide the necessaryoutput power. This is accomplished
through the use of a two-stageGaAs FET amplifier which
uses feedbackto maintain a flat gain response.The first
stage has a drain voltage of + 5V and a drain current of
220 mA. The secondstatehas a * 7Y regulatorand a drain
current of 230 mA, The overall gain provided by the output
amplifier is + 18 dB.
The RF peakdetector,which is also locatedin this assembly, is used to sensethe RF level on the drain of the output
stage.The detectorusestwo diodesin series,which reduces
the jundtion capacitanceto provide the desiredfrequency
responseand increasesthe breakdown voltagecapabilities
to meet the RF power rcquirements.A temperaturecompensation circuit, containing two diodes similar to the detector diodes. cancels the effects of the detector diodes'
junction voltagetemperaturedependence.
The peak detector conducts on the negative RF peaks,
generatinga dc voltageproportional to the RF power level.
This detected dc signal is fed to the input of the loop
amplifier, which drives the modulator, which adjusts the
RF level to provide the desiredoutput power. This feedback
Ioop is the doubler ALC loop (not the same as the UHF
output section ALC loop).
Doubler ALC Loop
The integatorhas selectabletime constantsfor changing
the ALC loop response. If AM or amplitude sweep is
selected,the loop bandwidth is 100 kHz. For continuous
wave (CW) operation, the ALC loop can be narrowed to
reduce noise components,This also improves the thirdorder intermodulation distortion productsbecausethe loop
has lessbandwidth to respondto an externalsignalapplied
to the output.
There are three other modes of operation in the doubler
ALC loop. The first is amplitude sweep.Under normal ALC
Ioop operationthe vernier's rangeis from * 5 to a 16 dBm.
In the case of amplitude sweep, the vernier is extended
down to a minimum of - ts dBm. This is achievedby the
processor'ssending digital data to the vernier DAC. The
result is that the vernier is swept in a linear or log mode

to yield an accurateamplitude sweep over a 20-dB range
for a given frequency setting. This function is useful for
compressiontests on amplifiers'and for detectorlinearity
checks.
The next mode of operation is the ALC off mode. Under
this condition the ALC loop is opened by a pair of FET
switches.One of theseFET switches,attachedto the output
of the ALC loop amplifier, is opened. The second FET
switch, which is closed, is connectedto the output of the
vernier DAC. This allows the vernier DAC to drive the
modulator voltage control line directly and set the modulator to a desiredattenuationlevel. This provides the best
third-order intermodulation distortion products since the
detector can no longer respond to an external signal that
falls within the ALC loop bandwidth. Theseintermodulation productsareimproved to the level of the nonlinearities
found in the power amplifier.
Pulse Operation
The next mode of operation is pulse modulation. Pulse
mode in the doubled band also operateswith the ALC
circuitry turned off. The pulsed RF signal is generatedin
the UHF output section rather than in the doubled band
to provide a much better on/off ratio. The doubler is set to
a fixed RF level in the ALC off mode to give the desired
output power. As the UHF RF signal level drops, the doubler circuit conversionloss increasesdrastically since the
diodes no longer conduct, thereby improving the on/off
ratio by 40 dB. This yields a doubler band on/off pulse
specificationof B0 dB.
Attenuator Considerations
The HP 8642A and HP 82428 ttse different types of RF
output attenuators.The HP 8642,t usestwo stepattenuators
in series,which provide 0 to 145 dB of attenuationin S-dB
steps.One attenuatorhas up to Bb dB of attenuation and
the other has up to 60 dB of attenuation.The reversepower
protection circuit is a part of the 60-dB attenuator.Both
attenuatorsuse thick-film resistornetwork attenuatorsections on ceramic substrateswith TO-5 style miniature relays to switch the various sectionsin or out. The substrates
are mounted inside individual metal housings.
Separationof the attenuatorsinto two separatehousings
aids in maintaining input-to-output isolation when large
amounts of attenuation are desired. For example, when
135 dB of attenuation is desired, stray leakagefrom attenuator input to output must be lower than 153 dB to
maintain an attenuationerror of lessthan 1 dB. Eventhough
the HP 8642A1Bhas digitally stored corrections for attenuator accuracy,the amount of leakagemust be low for
the attenuator to be correctablewithin the vernier constraints of the output section. The low leakageis.also required to meet instrument RF leakagespecifications.
However,since
The HP 86428alsousestwo attenuators.
the frequencyrangeis higher (2115MHz), two microwave
stripline style attenuatorsare used to maintain better impedance characteristics,more accurate attenuation, and
lower insertion Ioss.Thesetwo attenuatorsprovide 0 to
145 dB in S-dB steps.One attenuatorhas up to 70 dB of
attenuation and the other has up to 75 dB of attenuation.
Both use thin-film resistornetworks as attenuatorsections
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and have solenoid-actuated stripline switches to switch
the various sections in or out. As in the HP 86424, the two
separate attenuators aid in maintaining isolation. This is
even more difficult in the HP 86428 because of the higher
frequency range. The reverse power protection circuit in
the HP 86428 is on a separate board in another housing.
As mentioned before, the HP 8642A/8 has digitally stored
correction for attenuator accuracy. There are correction
data points approximately every 60 MHz for every 5-dB
step in attenuation. This totals about 600 couection points
for an HP 8642A and 1140 correction points for an HP
86428. This sizable amount of data is generated at a level
accuracy test station where it is stored in the HP 8642A18
memory. The HP 8642A18 interpolates correction values
between frequency data points to get the best level accuracy. At the same level accuracy test station, each HP
8642A1B is verified for level accuracy by measuring levels
midway between correction frequencies. This method is
sensitive to any leakage problems that might otherwise not
be detected by simply checking at the correction frequencies.

ReversePowerProtection
The function of the reverse power protection circuit is
to prevent damage to the attenuator and output amplifier
caused by the application of excessive RF power to the RF
output connector. The circuit detects the signal level at the
RF output connector and opens a relay in the signal path
when a reverse power situation occurs. During the time
required for the relay to respond (approximately 50 g.s), a
diode limiter circuit prevents more than 1 watt from reaching the attenuator or power amplifier. The design goals for
the reverse power protector included, in addition to the

protection function, low loss and low VSWR.
To accomplish the design objectives to a frequency of
21.OOMIJ'z,a special reed relay was developed. In this relay,
the reed capsule forms the center conductor and dielectric
of a coaxial transmission line. The outer conductor is
formed by a rolled brass shield and a conductive coating
on the capsule itself. The relay is soldered into a microstrip
circuit, which also contains a limiter and a dc blocking
capacitor. The limiter consists of a pair of pin diodes and
two Zener diodes which set the limiting level. Limiting
begins when the RF level reaches 10 volts peak. A detector
senses the level at the limiter and signals the relay to open
when the RF level reaches approximately 7 volts peak.
The reverse power protection circuit typically has insertion loss less than 1 dB and VSWR less than 1..25to 2LOO
MHz. The maximum power capability is 50 watts in an HP
8642A and 25 watts in an HP 86428.
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SignalGeneratorFrequencySynthesizer
Design
by Thomas R. Faulkner,Earl C. Herleikson,Ronald J. Mayer, Brian M. Miller, and Mark A. Nlemann

HE FREQUENCYSYNTHESIZERof the HP 8642,{/8
Signal Generatoris designedto minimize the phase
noise,spuriousresponse,and switchingspeedof the
instrument, while optimizing its angle modulation capabilities. This design challenge was met by dividing the frequency synthesis process into component phaseJocked
loops, which were then individually optimized for their
specific function.
The six component phase-locked loops are the time base,
the FM loop, the SAWR (surface-acoustic-wave-resonatorl)
loop, the reference loop, the IF loop, and the sum loop.
Fig. 1, a general block diagram of the frequency synthesizer,
shows the loops' interrelationships.
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The time base produces the 10-MHz time base output, a
500-kHz reference for the FM and IF loops, and a 45-MHz
reference for the counter, SAWR loop, and the heterodyne
reference loop of the output section (see article, page 1B).
It uses its internal 45-MHz reference oscillator, or it will
automatically lock to an externally supplied 1,-M}Jz, 2MHz, 5-MHz, or 10-MHz reference source.
The FM loop is a 135-MHz reference that provides lowdistortion, high-accuracy angle modulation.
The SAWR loop provides the reference loop with three
spectrally pure UHF reference frequencies. Using these
three references, the reference loop translates the FM loop's
angle modulation into six UHF frequencies.

44.8 to 90.2 MHz
1-Hzto 0.05-HzSteps

135 MHz
Af = 0 to 1.5MHz
FM = DC to 200 kHz

528.75to 1057.5MHz
1-Hz to 0.05-Hz Steps
Af = 0 to 1.5MHz
FM = DC to 200 kHz
To +2" Circuit

607.5 MHz 472.5 MHz
652.5 MHz 922.5 MHz
697.5 MHz 967.5 MHz
At = 0 to 1.5 MHz
FM = DC to 200 kHz

742.5 MHz
787.5 MHz
832.5 MHz

External
Reterence
1, 2, 5, or
10 MHz

10-MHz
Output
Fig. 1. Sx phase-lockedloopsmakeup the frequencysynthesizersectionof the HP8642A|8SionalGenerator.
The IF loop is a fractional-N synthesizerthat produces
a spectrally pure VHF referencefrom 44.8 to 90.2 MHz in
stepsas small as 0.05 Hz.*
Using the IF referencefrequencies,the sum loop translates the six reference loop frequencies to produce the fundamental octave of the instrument. Thus the sum loop output has the full angle modulation capability of the FM
loop, the frequency resolution of the IF loop, and nonharmonically related spurious levels of less than - 100 dBc
for carrier offsets greater than 10 kHz maintained by all
loops.
Loop Structures
The time base(Fig. 2) and SAWR (Fig. 3) loops are sampling phase-lockedloops. They use sampling phasedetectors to multiply the referencefrequency up to the loop's
output frequency.The output of a sampling phasedetector
'The normalresolutionof the lF looo is 1 Hz in the undoubledband and 0.5 Hz in the
providesresolutions
doubledband(above1057.5l\rHzinthe HP8&28). A speciallunction
of 0.1 Hz and 0.05 Hz, respectively

External
Time Base
Input

is a voltage proportional to the phase difference of the
sampled output frequency and the reference frequency.
The detector's output is integrated, then used to control
the relative phase of the loop's voltage-controlledcrystal
oscillator (VCXO), producing a phase-lockedoutput.
The FM (Fig. a) and IF (Fig. 5) loops are divider phaselocked loops. They use digital frequencydividers to divide
the voltage-controlled oscillator's (VCO's)output frequency
down to the reference frequency, which is fed into the
digital phase/frequency detector. The detector's output is
integrated and sent to the VCO's control voltage input. If
the reference and divided VCO signals are at different frequencies, a dc offset voltage will be produced that forces
the integrator to move the VCO toward the reference frequency. Once the reference and divided VCO signals have
reachedthe same frequency,the detector'soutput is proportional to the phase difference of the two signals and
forcesthe loop output to be phase-lockedto the reference.
The IF reference loop has the additional design constraint
of a 0.05-Hzfrequencyresolution,which was met by using
a fractional-N phase-lockedloop.
The fractional-N technique allows the use of effective
noninteger divide numbers. It involves switching between
two integer divide numbers with varying duty cycles. Several additions are made to a conventional phase-locked
loop to make it a fractional-N loop.
When the divide number is not an integer, the divider
output does not equal the referencefrequency. This causes
an increasing phase offset, which sends more current into
the loop integrator. This is compensated for by adjusting
the amount of phase correction current. The output of the
integrator is shown in Fig. 6. The phasedetector causesa
ramp up in voltage.The phasecorrection current causesa
ramp down. The phasecorrectionis adjustedto makethese
two ramps equal in length.
The phase difference between the two phase detector
inputs is accumulated digitally in the fractional-N IC and
applied to the phasecorrectioncurrent sources.This phase
conection is limited to 360'by practical limitations of the
phase detector hardware. When one complete cycle of extra
phase is accumulated, the fractional-N IC instructs the divider to "swallow" one pulse of ttrdVCO output. This gives
the signal applied to the phase detector an average fre-

Integralol

500-kHz
Reterence
10-MHz
Output

Fig.2. Time base loop block diagram.
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Integrator
742.5 MH2
787.5 MHz
832.5 MHz

Fig. 3. SAWR(surface-acousticwave-resonator)
loop block diagram.
quency of 100 kHz.
The accuracywith which the up and down ramps can
be equalizeddeterminesthe level of sidebandson the loop
output. If these ramps are different the output appearsto
jump betweentwo frequencies.The HP 8642A1Bhardware
is capableof correction that results in spurious levels of
- 60 to - 65 dBc. This is further reducedby loop filtering,
as explained later,
The sum (Fig. 7) and reference(Fig.B)loops aresumming
phase-lockedloops. They produce the sum or difference
of two referencefrequencieswith minimal spurioussignals
by mixing the loop's UHF output with a UHF referenceto
produce an intermediate frequency signal. This signal is
then filtered and amplified and sent to a phase detector.
The phase detector'soutput is a voltage proportional to
the phase difference of the detector'sVHF referenceand
the intermediatefrequencysignal,The detector'soutput is
then integrated and used to control the loop's VCO. To
ensure that the loop locks to the correct mixer sideband,
the VCO is pretunedto within 7.5MHz of the loop's output
frequency.The trade-offbetweenphasenoise and spurious
outputs is optimized by adjusting the VCO's tuning sensitivity to producea constantloop bandwidth of t.g MHz.
MinimizingPhase Noise
Within its bandwidth, a phase-lockedloop will track the
effectivenoise of its referencesignals.This effectcan make
a low-noise voltage-controlledoscillator more noisy, or a

noisy VCO more quiet, depending on the loop bandwidth,
the open-loop VCO noise performance,and the effective
noise of the referencesignal. The effectivereferencenoise
for a frequency-multiplyingloop is the referencenoise increasedby the multiplication factor.The effectivereference
noise of a summing loop is the sum of the references'noise.
Outside of its bandwidth, the noise of a phase-lockedloop
is the sum of the open-loopVCO noise,the buffer amplifier
noise floor, and the effective referencenoise lowered by
- 20 log (carrier offset frequency + l6sp bandwidth) dB.
The time base and the FM, SAWR, and IF loops are all
multiplier-type loops, and have in common narrow loop
bandwidths and VCOs with narrow tuning rangesand low
phasenoise. Narrow loop bandwidths prevent multiplied
referencenoise from degradingthe VCO noise. The sum
and referenceloops are summing-type loops and have in
widecommon wide loop bandwidths and moderate-noise,
tuning-rangeVCOs.
All the oscillatorsin the instrument are designedfor low
noise.2For its particular application, each oscillator is optimized with the lowest practical white noise floor and
with a resonatorof the highestpractical Q and lowest practical 1/f noise corner. Degradationof resonatorQ from resonator switching circuitry has been eliminated by switching entire oscillatorsinstead of individual resonators.
The SA\t\rR loop employs three surface-acoustic-waveresonator (SAWR) oscillators. The SAW resonatorswere
specially developed by HP Laboratoriesto meet the low

--@-
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Fig.4. FM loop block diagram
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Sample/Hold
Buffer
Shaper-Filter

44.8 to 90.2 MHz
1 - H z ,0 . 5 - H z ,0 . 1 - H z ,
Pretune or 0.05-HzSteps
I
,r\.
I
I Phase Correction
Current Sources
)O{

SamplerHold
control

phase noise and frequency pull requirements of the HP
8642A1B at UHF frequencies. The SAW resonators are multiple-cavity resonators and provide a low source resistance
(R") with transverse modes far from the center frequency.
The low R, provides a wide frequency pulling range (>300
ppm) with inexpensive varactors. Low R" also minimizes
loop-gain loss without the need for matching transformers,
thus reducing frequency drift caused by external component tolerances.
The FM, IF, sum, and reference loops all use varactors
especially selected for high Q and low 1./fnoise corner. A
well-filtered 50V power supply operates the varactors in
the upper two thirds of their voltage range to maximize
their Q. VCO sensitivity to control-line noise is minimized
by limiting VCO tuning sensitivity.
To meet the instrument noise performance goals, six
VCOs are used in the IF loop, two in the reference loop,
and four in the sum loop. The IF and FM loop VCOs use
inductor/varactor resonators, with inductor geometry optimized for maximum Q in the space available. The varactors are preselected for low noise by testing them in a VCO
inside a phase-locked loop. The gain stages for these oscilIators consist of a source-follower and a common-gate
amplifier. The common-gate stage provides the necessary
gain to support oscillation. The source-follower provides
an impedance buffer to reduce Ioading of the resonant circuit by the common-gate stage. This increases the Ioaded
Q of the resonator, which improves the phase noise performance. The feedback is obtained with capacitors used as
impedance transformers. This minimizes loading, sets the
proper loop gain, and provides the necessary phase shift
for oscillation.
The sum and reference loop VCOs use transmission-line/
varactor resonators, built on Teflon"/glass printed circuit
boards. Their circuit configuration is that of a Hartley oscillator modified to operate with high Q at high frequencies
(Fig. 9). At frequencies above fhr. (3-dB corner of h1.1,a transistor's B (hp. in the common-emitter configuration) has
an additional 90'of phase lag because of base diffusion
capacitance. This phase lag of the transistor at high frequencies is compensated by the phase lead of the series capacitance of the base and collector. The amplifier circuit now
has the necessary 180' phase shift which, when added to

Fig. 5. /F loop block diagram.
loop.
Thisloopis a fractional-N
the L80" phase shift of the resonantcircuit, producesthe
0'phase shift necessaryfor oscillation.
High Q is achievedby tapping down on the transmission
Iine inductors with both the baseand collector,which have
approximately 15O and soo load and sourceimpedances,
respectively.This leavesthe Q to be set primarily by the
tunable element of the tank circuit, the varactor.The unloaded Q is greaterthan 100, and the loaded Q is greater
than 60.
Minimizing Spurious Responses
Severaldesign proceduresensure that the HP 86424/B
meets its design goal that all nonharmonically related
spurious outputs be less than - 100 dBc at offsetsgreater
than 10 kHz from the carrier. To prevent spurious leakage
and electromagneticinterference(EMI), beryllium-copper
spiroshield gasketsand conductive elastomerare used in
the die-cast aluminum housings. Noncritical cables are
triple-shielded coax, critical RF cablesare semirigid coax,
and all power supply and digital control lines through
module walls are bypassedwith feedthroughfilters.
Steelsupport framesand MuMetal'" in critical areasprevent modulation of sensitive narrow-bandwidth phaselocked loops via magneticcoupling from the power transformer. The time base,FM, IF, and SAWR loops, and the
high-stability 10-MHz reference (Option 001) are shock-

l-One

Relerence Cycle(10 r{s) .+l
Fig. 6. /F loop integrator output waveform.
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Integrator
lF Loop Input
44.8 to 90.2 MHz
0.1-HzSteps

Reference
Loop
Input

607.5
652.5
697.5
MHz

877.5
922.5
957.5
MHz

mountedin the instrumentto preventmechanicalvibration
from modulating sensitiveVCOs.The IF and FM oscillator
inductors are dampenedwith vibration-absorbingfoam to
reduce microphonically induced FM.
Amplifiers in the feedbackpath of eachloop are used to
prevent spurious signalsfrom appearingon the loop outputs. Sampling spurious from the phase detectorsof the
time baseand SAWR loops, divider spurious from the FM
and IF loops, and UHF referenceand phasedetectorspurious in the sum and referenceloops are thus eliminated.
Output path buffer amplifiers are used to prevent signals
from moving backwards through the synthesizer and producing spurious signalsin otherwisespectrallypure references.The buffer/limiters used for spurious isolation are
designed to prevent baseband noise from upconverting
around the carrier.This is accomplishedby diplexing each
amplifier stage output such that low-frequency noise is
terminated in a 50,f1load and the desired signal is passed
on to the next stage.VCO spurious resulting from phase
detector feedthrough and harmonics is attenuated by loop
filters and integrators.Phase-lockedloops also act as lowpass filters. Spurious signals generatedinside the loop
bandwidth remain constant,while thosegeneratedoutside
the bandwidth are attenuatedby - 20 log (spurious offset
frequency -: loop bandwidth) dB. In the IF loop, the fractional-N divider producesspurious of - 00 to - 65 dBc. A
Zoo-Hzloop bandwidth and a one-pole low-pass filter at

FM Loop
Input
135MHz

Integrator

SAWR Loop Input
742.5 MHz
7A7.5 MHz
832.5 MHz
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Fig. 7. Sumloopblock diagram
1 kHz provide an additional 5q dB of spurious attenuation
at 10 kHz, producing a total spurious performanceof less
than -110 dBc at offsetsgreaterthan 10 kHz.
The sum and referenceloops' mixer spurious outputs
areunfilterablewithin the loops' 1.B-MHzbandwidths.The
mixers were especiallybuilt and selectedfor low spurious.
Impedancematchesat all ports, power levels at the LO and
RF ports, and minimal harmonics at the RF port are all
carefully maintained to avoid degrading mixer spurious
performance.Mixer output power is optimized to provide
minimum spuriouswith minimal phasenoise degradation.
Minimizing Frequency Switching Time and
Phase Acquisition Time
The instrument's frequency switching time is set by the
IF loop to typically 70 ms, during which time the SAWR,
reference,and sum loops are also switched. The FM and
time base loops do not change frequency during standard
instrument operation. Switching and acquisition times are
inversely proportional to the loop's bandwidth. This limitation is overcome in the IF and SAWR loops by widening
the loop bandwidths during phaseacquisition.The IF loop
increases switching speed by pretuning the VCOs, and
widens loop bandwidth using a speedup circuit that reducesthe attenuationin the loop's lead/lagfilter whenever
there is a rapid changein the integrator output voltage.The
SAWR loop sensesan out-of-lock condition and increases
607.5
652.5
697.5
877.5
922.5
967.5
MHz

Fig.8. Referenceloop block diagram.

Computer Analysis of Oscillator Loop Gain, Phase, and Q
One of the reasonsthat high{requencyoscillatordesign is
considereda black art is that the open-loopgain and phase
have been very difficultto measure.The main reasonfor this
difficultyis that the gain stage(transistor)
has inputand output
impedancesthat dependon the sourceand load impedances.
The sourceand load impedancesare a functionof the feedback
network(resonator)
whichchangesradicallythroughthe region
of resonance.
Fora feedbackoscillatordesign,the followingmethodallows
one to characterizeoscillatorperformanceby the directmeasurementof the s-parameters
of theopen-looposcillator.
To calculate
open-loopgain,firstrewritethe circuitof Fig.9c, page 30 as an
ideal amplifierwith a feedbacknetwork.This can be done by
the followingthreesteps (see Fig. .1):
1. Breakthe loop and measurethe s-parameters
(Fig.1a).
2. Convert the s-parametersto y-parametersto yield ideal
a m p l i f i e r(sF i g .1 b ) .
3. Closethe loopand redrawit as an idealamplifier
withfeedback
( F i g .1 c ) .
4. Open loop gain :

Yt z t Y z t
-fYzz
Ytt

o : (1"t2)(d0tdt)
where fo:ssplier frequencyand ddldt:rate of changeof the
open-loopphase(radians)with frequency.
The key to the successof this methodis that all of the feedback
paths in the oscillatormust be broken.Otherwise,the voltage
dependentcurrentsources(y12and y21)will not be completely
isolatedfrom the load (y,., and yrr). The extremecase of this
would be to breakthe loop betweena negative-resistance
device
and its load,In this case,yp*yzt:0 and ytt*yzz<o.
A linearf requency-do,rain
programwasusedexcircuitanalysis
tensivelyto predictoscillatornoiseperformance
of the HP8642A/8.
This programmodelsan oscillatoras a feedbackcontrolsystem
with a complexpole pair on the jto axis. All of the components'
noisemodelsare used to modelthe oscillator.
Then,to model
oscillation,the gain around the loop is adjustedto 1 where the
phaseshiftis zero degrees.Outputphasenoisespectraldensity
is the ratioof the oscillatoroutputpower(measuredexperimentally
or predictedwith anotherprogram)to the peakednoisefloorpredictedby thismethod.
Thesecomputer
analysis
technigues
wereusedinthedesignof all
theoscillators
performance.
to optimizeandensuretheinstrument's

the integrator gain, which increases loop bandwidth.
The phase detectors of the time base, SAWR, sum, and
reference loops achieve phase lock by sweeping the VCO
through the desired output frequency by integrating an
offset current at the integrator input. In the time base and
SAWR loops, the offset is generated by a positive feedback
amplifier, which becomes astable without the negative
feedback generated by phase locking. The sum and reference loop out-of-lock circuitry triggers a pair of nonretriggerable one-shot multivibrators to control the injection of
their offset currents. This forces the integrator output to
ramp positive, then negative. The amplitude of the offset
currents is one third of the available current out of the
phase detector. Thus, when the loop sweeps through the
desired output frequency it becomes locked, and the offset

(a)

(b)

!

|(Yrz+Yzr)v

(Yrz+Yzr)vr"

Fig.'1. (a) OsciIIator c ircuit drawn as i deal amp Iifier with feedback loop opened.(b) S-parameters
convertedto y-parameters. (c) Loop closed and circuit redrawn as an ideal amplifier
with feedback.

currentsareoverriddenuntil they areshut off.
Angle Modulation
The instrument's angle modulation capability is generated in the FM loop, and must pass through the reference
and sum loops without being degraded. Distortion in the
sum and reference loops is minimized by wide loop bandwidths and by optimizing the frequency of the loop integrator's zero to approximately B kHz. The loop phase detectors are run at very high levels, producing a linear phase
slope to minimize modulation distortion.
The FM loop operates at a single frequency of 13b MHz
to optimize high-accuracy, Iow-distortion angle modulation and phase noise performance. The FM loop's VCO
optimizes the trade-off between high tuning sensitivity for
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low-distortion FM and low sensitivity to prevent modulation by audio-path noise. The FM loop VCO typically produces less than -55 dB (0.18%) distortion for 100-kHz deviation. Switching into low-distortion mode further reduces
FM distortion. This mode employs a shaper using a JFET
in its saturated, constant-resistance region to predistort the
modulating signal, cancelling the distortion generated in
the VCO. At a small cost to the FM loop's noise performance, switching into low-distortion mode improves FM
distortion to typically better than -80 dB (0.01%) at a
1-kHz rate and 100-kHz deviation. Performance degrades
slightly with increased modulation frequency, primarily
because of limitations in the audio path.
FM distortion from nonlinear operation of the loop's
phase/frequency detector at low-rate, large-deviation FM
is reduced by limiting the phase detector's deviation to t 1
radian. Because the phase detector operates at 1/1080 of
the VCO frequency, the multiplying phase-locked loop produces a corresponding t 1080-radian deviation at the loop's
output.
Modulation is applied at two points in the loop. These
are the phase detector output and the VCO input (see Fig.
4). Signals summed with the phase detector output cause
phase modulation at the loop output. However, there is a
low-pass characteristic between the voltage applied and
the phase modulation obtained. The s-dB point of the lowpass response is the 3-dB loop bandwidth, approximately
100 Hz. Consequently, without a crossover network, phase
modulation is possible only from dc to 100 Hz.
Frequency modulation is obtained by summing a signal
with the loop filter output and applying it to the VCO
input. The frequency modulation obtained is rolled off by
the phase-locked loop inside the loop bandwidth. Since
the FM loop bandwidth is approximately 100 Hz, without
a crossover network, frequency modulation would be possible only for modulation rates greater than 100 Hz.
The FM and PM crossover networks rely on the derivative
relationship between instantaneous frequency and phase:

ftt) : dd(O/dt
d(t) : Jf(0dt.
The phase modulation crossover network is a differentiator
whose output,
Vpvx(t) : dVi"(t)/dt,

is applied to the VCO input. V"no1 is the phase modulation
crossover output voltage. The resulting FM occurs outside
the Ioop bandwidth and is proportional to VpMx(t), that is,
f(t) :

ClVpyy(t)

where C, is a constant. This is equivalent to phase modulation of
d(t) : /crvpMx(t)dt
: JC1[dvt.(t)/dtldt
: C'V6(t).
The phase modulation crossover network allows 100 radians
of phase deviation from dc to 15 kHz (3-dB bandwidth).
The FM crossover network is an integrator. The FM crossover output voltage is
Vrvx(t)

: Jvt"(t)dt.

This signal is summed with the phase detector output and
causes phase modulation proportional to Vpy;(t), i.e.,
d(t) -- crvFMx(t)
where C, is a constant. This phase modulation occurs inside the loop bandwidth and is equivalent to frequency
modulation of
Af(t) : dlcrvFMx(t)l/dt
:

dlcrjvi"(t)dtl/dt

: CrV1"(t).
The FM crossover circuit has two modes of operation'
In normal operation the crossover network approximates
an ideal integrator down to 3 Hz and provides better than
5% flatness from 20 Hz to 100 kHz. The crossover feedback
is altered in low-rate-FM mode and the integrator approximation is extended to 0.3 Hz. The low-rate-FM mode allows phase-locked FM with a 3-dB bandwidth of O.+ Hz
to 200 kHz, at the expense of increased settling time in
response to changes in the modulating signal.
For extremely low-rate FM or for direct, external frequency control of the HP 8642A18, dcFM mode is available'
In dcFM mode, the FM VCO is not phase-locked. The FM

Fig. 9. (a) Hartley oscillator.
(b) Hartley oscillator redrawn.
(c) Modified Hartley oscillator.
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phase-lockedloop is broken at the loop filter output and
the VCO tuning voltageis obtainedfrom a low-noise,highstability dc referenceinstead of the loop filter output (Fig.
). The dc reference provides a very stable voltage to
minimize unlocked oscillatordrift. The VCO is temperature
compensatedand the unlocked drift rate is less than 4
kHz/hr after warmup.
Unfortunately,the dc referencecannot provide a voltage
with sufficient accuracyto setthe VCO at exactly 135 MHz
in dcFM operation.The VCO frequency can be in error by
as much as 200 kHz in dcFM mode. Becausethis frequency
offset is undesirable,the HP 8642,{/8's internal counter is
used to restore the instrument's output frequency. Upon
entering dcFM mode, the microprocessor directs the
counter to count the output frequency of the unlocked FM
loop VCO. The microprocessorcalculates the frequency
error in the unlocked FM loop and then adjusts the frequency of the fractional-N loop to compensatefor the FM
loop error at the instrument's output. After compensation,
the frequencyoffset error at the instrument's output is typ-

ically less than 50 Hz when dcFM is selected.
A specialfunction is provided to initiate frequencycompensation of the unlocked FM oscillator at any time, to
correct for oscillator drift.
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AudioModulationSectionforan RFSignal
Generator
by Gary L. Tong
HE HP 8642A1BSignal Generatorcan produce AM,
FM, PM, and pulse modulation. Its modulation capabilities are intended to satisfv as manv standardaoplications as possible, but their performance and versatility
allow the user to generate a wide variety of signals to satisfy
nonstandard and laboratory needs.
HP 8642A/B modulation capabilities include an internal,
low-distortion, variable-modulation oscillator that covers
10 Hz to 100 kHz. The signal from this oscillator can be
used either internally for AM or FM (may be simultaneous,
if desired) or externally as a low-frequency source. It can
also be used internally and externally simultaneously. Having an internal modulation source eliminates the need for
an additional modulation source for many applications,
thus saving space and money. As an external source, the
modulation oscillator offers adjustable frequency and
amplitude, providing the user with a flexible low-frequency source for a wide range of applications.
The HP 8642A19 can also generate multimode modulation such as simultaneous AM and FM, internal FM and
external AM or pulse, and many other combinations of
AM, FM, PM, and pulse with internal and external sources.
These combinations can be very useful for customers doing
tests on equipment such as receivers, or doing tests to determine cross sensitivities to modulation formats.
The HP 8642A/B's AM and pulse modulators are de-

scribed in detail in the article on the output section,page
18, and the FM modulator is described in the article on
page 24.

Audio Modulation Section
The purpose of the modulation section is to amplify or
attenuate audio signals accurately while contributing as
little noise, distortion, and dc offset to those signals as
possible.The sourcesof theseaudio signalsinclude externally applied inputs and the internal low-distortion audio
oscillator.The outputs of the modulation sectionamplifiers
are routed to other sections of the instrument where the
actual AM, FM, pulse modulation, and phasemodulation
of the instrument's RF carrier take place. The modulation
section allows both ac and dc coupling of external audio
inputs as well as multiple-mode modulation capabilities
such as simultaneous internal and external AM and FM
with 1-dB modulation bandwidths in excessof 100 kHz.
The internal audio oscillator coversthe frequencyrangeof
10 Hz to 100 kHz, and has a typical settling time of 10 to
20 cycleswhen frequencyis changed.The oscillator's distortion is betterthan 0.01%for ratesbelow 15 kHz (0.7%
for all rates),and the oscillator's output is also available
outside the instrument through the MODOUTport. A block
diagram of the modulation section is shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. HP 8642A|8 modulation section block diagram.

Special Considerations for High-Performance FM
Much attention was paid to providing high-quality, highdeviation, low-distortion FM. For example,the FM section
provides low-distortion FM and 50-dB stereo separation
for use in FM broadcast and laboratory applications. Very
low-rate, phase-lockedFM accommodatessubaudiblefrequency-shift keying. The FM oscillator can be unlocked
and dc-coupled to accommodateexternal phaselocking.
Becauseof the large dynamic range of audio signals that
must be supplied to the instrument's FM modulator, extra
precautions must be taken to minimize the effects of noise
and ground loops at the modulation section'sFM output.
To keep the noise contribution of the modulation section
as small as possiblewhen low FM deviations are required,
the FM output amplifier is followed by a three-stageattenuator, as shown in Fig. 2.

The gain of this attenuator can be varied from 0 db to
-63 dB in 9-dB stepswhile maintaining a low and fairly
constant output resistance of 50O to keep resistor noise
negligible. The input resistanceof this configuration is, of
course, not constant as a function of attenuator setting, but
this is not necess€rysince the attenuator is driven directly
with an operational amplifier. In fact, the higher the input
resistance, the better. High-reliability two-coil latching
SPDT electromechanical relays are used in the design to
achieve minimum relay power consumption, consistently
low contact resistance, and long attenuator lifetime. The
Iow side of the attenuatoris connectedto the floating ground
output of the FM output amplifier to minimize pickup of
ground loop signals.
The operation of the modulation section FM output
amplifier is also shown in Fig. 2. Given that Vt, Vr, and
Attenuator

FM Output Amplifier

vr
vs

Rl =10 kO
R2=s{l0
R=S{lo

vg=vs-Vr

35 dB

18 dB

Fig.2. FM output attenuator with floating ground.
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V, are inputs to the operational amplifier and V. is the
output, it can be shown from Fig. 2 that V.: !s + V2 - V1.
Now, let V, and V, be the modulation section audio and
ground connections to the operational amplifier, respectively, let V. be the output to the instrument's FM modulator, and let V* be the FM modulator's ground. Taking
the modulation section's ground as a reference, V, becomes
zero,Y, becomes the audio signal, and V* represents the
difference in ground potentials between the FM modulator
and the modulation section's ground. From Fig. 2, V. now
becomes V"- Vr, and the voltage across the FM modulator
itself is V, - V* or - V, with no ground-loop component.

a) Without Level Control (K=0)
closed-Loopcain = F(s) =

*F#F

b) With Level Control (-2 < K .: 2)

Low-DistortionStateVariableOscillatorl
The purposeof the modulationsection'sinternaloscil-

Closed-LoopGain= F(s) =

lator is to generate low-distortion audio signals with rates
from 10 Hz to 100 kHz. These signals can be used by the
instrument for internal AM, FM, pulse modulation, or
phase modulation of the RF carrier. This audio signal is
also available at the instrument's MOD OUT jack as a clean
600O audio source. The heart of the oscillator is the oscillator loop, which is shown in Fig. 3.
The oscillator loop consists of two inverting integrators
and an inverting unity-gain amplifier connected in a loop.
An inverting operational amplifier oscillator design was
chosen to minimize distortion contributions from nonlinearities in operational amplifier input differential pair
stages by keeping all operational amplifier inputs at zero
volts. The analog multiplier provides an alternate feedback
path in the oscillator loop and is used for level control.
With the gain of each integrator equal to - 1/sRC, the gain
of the inverting amplifier equal to -1, and the gain K of
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Fig. 4. OscrT/atorloop closed-loop response.
the analog multiplier set to zero, the closed-loop gain F(sJ
can be shown to be - 1/(s2R2C2+ 1). This response has two
poles, located at s : i/RC and s : - j/RC. In the time domain,
this corresponds to a single sinusoid of angular frequency
oo: 1/RC and amplitude A equal to an unknown constant
(see Fig. 4a).
The modulation section oscillator's frequency is changed
by varying the resistor and capacitor values that determine
the gains of the two integrators in the oscillator loop. The
frequency range of 10 Hz to 100 kHz is broken into five
bands by using FET switches to connect different values
of capacitors across the integrators, and CMOS multiplying
DACs (digital-to-analog converters) are used as the variable
resistors to provide fine frequency resolution within each
band.
In reality, the three operational amplifiers in the circuit
exhibit noninfinite gain at dc and excessive high-frequency
phase shifts. Depending on the oscillator's rate, these
nonidealities will produce either a positive or negative
feedback effect in the oscillator loop's closed-loop gain,
causing the oscillator's output to become an exponentially
growing or decaying sinusoid instead of one with a constant
amplitude. Some sort of external feedback control is necessary to stabilize the oscillator's output amplitude.
By allowing the analog multiplier gain K to be nonzero
in the oscillator loop circuit of Fig. 3, an additional feedback path is provided and the oscillator's output level can
be controlled. The closed-loop gain of the circuit, F(s), now
becomes - 1.I (s2R2C2- sKRC + 1). For - 2 <K< + 2, this new
response has two poles, located at

s : [K+ j(a -K2)]1/2I2RC
and at

Fig. 3. Oscl//atorloop with level control

s : [K-j(a-Kr)l'/'lzRC
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Fig.5. Audio oscillator with ALC loop

For lKl<<2, this correspondsto a time domain response
that is a sinusoid of angular frequency oo:1,IRC and an
amplitude A proportional to exp(KI/2RC),as shown in Fig.
+b. Thus, by varying the parameterK, the output amplitude
of the oscillator loop can be made to grow or decayexponentially.
Oscillator ALC Loop
The purposeof the oscillator ALC loop is to measurethe
level of the oscillator'soutput, comparethis to the desired
level to generatean error voltage, and convert this error
voltageinto a control voltage,K, which setsthe gain of the
analog multiplier in the oscillator loop feedbackpath to
make the actual oscillator output level equal to the desired
Ievel. A block diagramof the oscillatorloop along with the
ALC loop is shown in Fig. 5.
A sample-and-holdpeak detectoris used to measurethe

oscillator's output level. One advantage of this type of detector is a fast response time, which helps to minimize
oscillator settling time. Another advantage is the absence
of detector output ripple when the oscillator's level has
settled, meaning no postdetector filtering is necessary to
reduce ALC loop contributions to oscillator loop distortion.
The detector circuit is shown in Fig. 6. Diode CR1 and
capacitor Ca form the actual peak detector, with operational
amplifier U2 buffering the output. U1 is used to remove
the forward voltage drop at CR1 by comparing U2's output,
fed back through resistor R1, to the original signal to be
detected, which comes from the first integrator of the oscillator loop. When the input signal reaches a positive peak,
FET switch 52 is closed momentarily, transferring the detected peak voltage to hold capacitor Ch. CRz provides a
feedback path around U1 when CR1 is back-biased, and C"
is necessary to prevent U1 from oscillating when CR1 is
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Fig. 6. ALC loop peak detector.

forward-biased,since two operational amplifiers are then
involved in the feedbackloop. At the negativepeaksof the
signal input, 51 is momentarily closed to dischargeCa,
thus readyingthe detectorto capturethe next input peak.
The timing signalsneededto drive 51 and 52 are derived
from a zero-crossingcomparator located at the output of
the secondoscillator loop integratoras shown in Fig. 5. At
the frequencyof oscillation, eachoscillator loop integrator
has unity gain and inverts and delaysthe phaseof its input
by 90 degrees.Therefore,zero crossingsat an integrator's
output correspondto peaksat its input, and the output of
this comparator changesstateson the peaks of the oscillator's output. The comparator'soutputs are then differentiated to obtain 1-pr,s
and 2-pspulseswhich areusedto drive
the FET switches at the sample-and-holdpeak detector.
Once the oscillator output peak voltage has been obtained, it is subtractedfrom a fixed referencevoltagein an
error amplifier. The output of the error amplifier is zero
volts when the oscillator amplitude has settled to the desired level. This voltagecould be used directly as the control voltage for the oscillator loop's level setting analog
multiplier except that the multiplier's control input is, in
general,nonzero for a stable oscillator output amplitude.
At this point it is necessaryto determine the optimum
gain of the ALC Ioop to minimize oscillator setting time,
To simplify analysisof the ALC loop's effect on the oscillator amplitudes, assumethat the oscillator'speak output,
Vo, is nearits desiredvalue,V."1.From Fig. 4b,the oscillator
output amplitude then becomes Vn=V""1exp(Ko"U2),
where toois the oscillator angular frequency and K is the
analog multiplier gain. This is the voltage that appearsat
the output of the peak detectorin Fig. 6 and is updated at
every oscillator output peak. A further simplification in
the analysiscan be made by replacing Vo by its first-order
approximation. By letting exp(x) be replaced by 1+x, Vo
becomesV",1(1 +K<o"V2).
Supposethe peak amplitude of the oscillator is sampled
at time t: - To,T" being the oscillatorperiod, and suppose
the sampled peak value Vo is equal to the desired value
V.,1plus an error voltageV", as shown in Fig. 7, In the Fig.
5 block diagram,the output of the peak detectoris V".i * Vu,
and the output of the error amplitude is V". For minimum
K oot

Vo(t=-T")=V,"1+V.

Amplitude=V,.r€

2

:v*,(1-Ki"t.)
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Flg. 8. Gafed-gainALCintegrator.
oscillator settling time, the ALC loop filter should transform this enor voltage into a new analog multiplier gain
K that will cause the ALC loop error voltage to be zero at
the next oscillator output peak.In Fig. 7 this optimum loop
filter gain is shown to be G(s): KA,r": - 1/nV"u1.
Note that
this gain is both constant and independent of frequency.
To ensure oscillator level accuracy over frequency, the
ALC loop filter must force the steady-statepeak error voltage to zero. This is done by adding a low-frequencyintegrator to the loop filter response,as shown in Fig. 5, Both
the ratio and sum of the integrator and pad gains can be
chosen to set the total loop filter gain equal to the optimum
gain to minimize oscillator settling time and to setthe ALC
loop phase margin to 60 degreesto minimize ALC loop
peaking during oscillator settling.Since the optimum ALC
loop gain is directly proportional to oscillator frequency,
the ALC integrator gain must also increase directly with
frequency if a constant phase margin is to be maintained.
This is accomplished by using one of the fixed-length
pulses generatedby the oscillator's sample-and-hold-driving zero-crossingcomparatorto gate the ALC integrator's
input. Since the pulse length is fixed and a pulse occurs
once at every oscillator peak,the pulse duty cycle and thus
the integrator gain increase directly with oscillator frequency. The circuit is shown in Fig, 8.
The result is a low-distortion audio oscillator with good
Ievel accuracyand minimum settlingtime overthe required
frequencyrange.
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Apr.
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Mar.
Mar.
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Aug.
Sept.
Oct.
Sept.
Mar.
Aug.
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Nov.
Sept.
May
June
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CRT controller chip
Customizable software

characterization
Extinction ratio
Extractor

Julv

Faster Than Light simulator
Ferrimagnetic films
Fiber optic measurements
File extent
File mapping
FiIe system, HP-UX, The Integral
Filters. MSW
Firmware, graphics plotter
Firmware, streaming tape drive
Flexures,printbar and counterweight
FM loop
FM, synthesizer
Force balance theory
Fractional-N synthesis

D
Data acquisition, protocol analyzer
Data base stuffer, TC-10
Data capture buffer
Data communications, The Integral
Data detect and deskew
Data formatting, TC-10
Data integrity
Data link control
Data link interface
Data protection
Data separation
Data streams. SECS
Data transportrecords,TC-10
Debugtools, computer
DelayJine oscillators, MSW
Delay lines, MSW
Delayed branch instructions
Design methodology
Development, thin-film disc
Dewrinkling, towel ribbon
Disc accesstime
Disc backup, Winchester
Disc caching
Disc domain
Discrete sweep
Disc, thin-film magnetic recording
Dispersion relations, MSW
Display drive, energy recovery
Display, flat-panel, bit-mapped
Display terminal
Documentation, computer design
Documents, illustrated, software
Dot generation logic
Doubler output section
Drivers, electroluminescent
display
Drivers, printer and plotter
DTS, SPN Data Transport Standard

F
Aug'
Iuly
Oct.
Mar.
Aug.
Mar.
Iuly

Iulv
Mar.
Mar.

Iulv
Aug.
Sept.
Feb.
Feb.
Aug'
Mar.
Nov.
fune
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
Feb.
Aug'
Nov.
T CD.

Oct.
Oct.
Apr.
Sept.
Feb.
June
Dec.
Oct.
Oct.
Aug.

E
EA-10, data analysis software
ECGanalysis,storage,and
transmission
ECG waveform criteria
ECL, ECG criteria language
E-flexures
Electrical-to-optical transducer
Electroforming, orifice plate
Electroluminescent display
EMI suppression,terminal
Energy recovery drive scheme
Equilibrium mode distribution
Ergonomic design, terminal
Error correction, tape drive
Errors, measurement,

Nov.
Jan.
Sept.

Apr'
Mar.

Aug'
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
June
Ian.
May
Oct.
Apr.
Oct,
Ian.
Apr.
Mar.

Frequencymultipliers, MSW
Frequency switching time
reduction
Friction, thin-film memory disc
Front-end processor

Sept.
Feb.
Ian.
Feb.
Feb.
Oct.
Feb.
Apr.
Mar.
fune
Dec.
Dec.
June
Aug.
Dec.
Feb.
Dec.
Nov.

Iulv

G
Gate array, CPU
Gate array, CRT control
GCR format, tape drive
Glare reduction, circular polarizer
Glide head, thin-film disc,
evaluation
Graphics, custom processor unit
Graphics, ink-jet printer
Graphics window, The lntegral

Sept.
Apr.
Mar.
Oct.
Nov,
Oct.
May
Oct.

H
Half-shifting model, terminal
Hammer design, printbar
Hammer drivers
Head mounting, tape drive
Heterodyne output section
Hierarchy charts
High-precision architecture
Hit rate
Home switch
HP Draft application
HP-UX operating system
HP Windows
Hydrodynamics, thermal ink let

Apr.
June
fune
Mar.
Dec.
Mar.
Aug.
Feb.
May
Apr.
Oct.
Oct.
May

I
IC manufacturing software
IC, Read
IC-10, SPN module
IC, Write
IF loop
Illustrated document software

Julv
Aug.
Mar.

Julv
Mar.
Dec.
Feb.

Immediate reporting
Impact line printers
Initialization,32-to-64-bitwords
Ink development, ink-jet printing
Ink-jet printing
In-line processing system,
thin-film disc
Insertion, automatic
Interconnect, printhead
Interference suppression, terminal
Integral, The
Intermodulation distortion
measurement
Inventory control

Mar.
June
Sept.
May
May

Nov.
Apr.
May
Apr.
Oct.
Aug.
Mar.

J
Jump tables

Microcoded architecture
Microprocessor, custom, mask
programmable
Microprocessor servo loop
MIPS
Miss, disc caching
Mixer, active
Modeling, paper drive mechanism
Modes, fiber optic
Morphology measurements, ECG
Mouse, The Integral
MPE operating system
Multidrop, protocol analyzer
Multilingual applications software
Multiphase testing
Multitasking operating system

Sept.
May
Apr.
Feb.
Feb.
Aug.
June
Jan.
Sept.
Oct.
Feb.

Iulv
June
Aug.
Oct.

July

N

K
Kernel, HP-UX, The Integral
Kernel, MPE-IV
Keyboard interface

Oct.
Feb.
Ap..

L
Labor planning
Language, ECG criteria
Laser diode characteristics
Laser optical source
Laser safety
LCD design
Least recently used, disc caching
Line printers, dot matrix impact
Link bit propagation
Liquid-crystal display
Low-cost HP 3000 Computer
LSI, tape drive electronics

Mar.
Sept.
lan.
lan.
Ja.r.
Dec.
Feb.
June
July
Dec.
Sept.
Mar.

M
Magnetic design, thin-film
memory disc
Magnetic resonance
Magnetostatic surface waves
Maintenance management software
Maintenance panel
Management, new technology
development
Manufacturing, thin-film
memory discs
Master/slave operation, protocol
analyzer
Mechanical design, impact line
printers
Mechanical design, low-cost terminal
Mechanical design, protocol analyzer
Mechanicaldesign,synthesizer
Mechanical design, thin-film
memory disc
Mechanical design, transportable
computer
Media handling, unattended
Media monitor
Memory manager, The Integral
Memory, thin-film disc
Mesial power level
MFM code
Microbreakpoint

Nov.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Sept.
May
Nov.

Jrlv
fune
Apr.
July
Dec.
Nov.
Oct.
Apr.
Mar.
Oct.
Nov.
Jan.
Mar.
Sept.

Native language support
NEXUS, software tools, TC-10
Noise characterization,
thin-fiIm disc
Noise reduction, synthesizer

June

Nov.
Dec.

o
Odd component insertion
Optical bench design
Optical heads
Optical power measurements
Optical receiver
Optical source, 850-nm
Optical standards
Optical-to-electrical transducer
Optimization, best-fit
Orifice plate, ink-jet printhead
OSI model
OSI model, TC-10 and NEXUS
O u t p u t s e c l i o n .R F s y n l h e s i z e r

Jan.
Jan.
T^T^T^T^T--

Mar.
May
Inly
Aug.
Dec.

P
Paired stackops
Paper drive, computer model
Paper feeder, graphics plotter
Parts catalog
Passivation, thin-film
PC-10
Peak detector
Peak detectors, optical
measurements
Pediatric criteria, ECG
PE format, tape drive
Pen-lift mechanism
Performance, disc caching
Performance tools, disc cache
Personal Applications Manager,
The Integral
Phase acquisition time reduction
Phase calibration
Phase-controlled loop
Phase-locked loop, fractional-N
Phaselocked loop structures
Phase noise minimization
Pick list
Planetary carrier, thin-film
disc deposition

Sept.
June
Apr,
Mar.
May

Iulv
Dec.
T^-

Sept.
Mar.
Apr.
Feb.
Feb.
Oct.
Dec.
Arro

Mar.
Aug.
Dec.
Dec.
Dec.
Mar.
Nov.

Plant maintenance
Plot files
Plotter, graphics, automatic
Pod, interface
Polarizer, circular
Policies, disc management
Posting to disc
Power meter standards, optical
Power supply, dynamic signal
analyzer
Power supply, protocol
analyzer
Power supply, terminal
Preventive maintenance
Printbar, dot matrix impact line
printer
Printer Command Language (PCL)
Printer, ink-jet portable
Printers, dot matrix impact line
Printhead, thermal ink jet
Process control
Processing, thin-film
memory discs
Program management
Protocol analyzers
Pulse generation
Purchase order tracking

Mar.
Feb.
Apr.

Iuly
Oct.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Dec.

Iuly
Apr.
Mar.
lune
June
May
June
May
Iuly
Nov.
Mar.
July
Aug.
Mar.

o
R
Read after write
Read ahead
Read hit rate
Read miss
Read recovery system, half-inch
tape drive
Real-time extensions, HP-UX
operating system
Reciprocating printbar systems
Recovery, roll-f orward/rollback
Reduced instruction set computers
Reference loop
Register architecture
Register reuse
Release point, printbar hammer
Reliability, thin-film memory disc
Remote monitoring
Remote operation, protocol analyzer
Resonance search techniques
Resonant printbar dynamics
R e s o n a t o r s ,M S W
RF signal generator
RISC
Rise-time standard, optical
Robot, terminal production

Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Oct.
June
Feb.
Arro

Dec.
Sept.
Arro

June
Nov.
lulv
julv
June
June
Feb.
Dec.
Arro
r^-

s
SAWR loop
Scaling
Schematic entry and generation
Secondary storage caching
SECS
Security, software
Semiconductor Productivity
Network

Dec.
Aug.
Sept.
Feb.

Julv
Feb.

Julv
Aug.
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Series 37 Computer
Servo, half-inch tape drive
Servo systems, printbar
Servo, X-Y, graphics plotter
Shadow paging
Shift register, dot sequencing
Shuttle system, line printer
Signal generator, RF
Signal generator, two-channel
Signal processing, ECG
Signal-to-noise enhancers
Simulation, gate array chips
Simulation, protocol analyzer
Smooth scrolling
Soft fonts
SoftPanel
Software, data collection
Software debugging panel
Software, maintenance management
Software methodology
Software, multilingual
Software, process control
Software security
Software, translation
Special function units
Spectrum program
Spike elimination
Spin waves
SPN, PC-10 Module
SPN, TC-10 Module
Spuriousresponseminimization
Sputtering, in-line system
Stack architecture
Start/stop tape drive
State variable oscillator
Streaming tape drive
Sum loop

Sept.
Mar.
fune
Apr.
Feb.
fune
June
Dec.
Aug.
Sept.
Feb.
Sept,
July
Apr.
Oct.
Sept.
Aug.
Sept.
Mar.
Mar.
fune
luly
Feb.
Mar.
Aug.
Aug.
Dec.
Feb.
Iuly
Aug.
Dec.
Nov.
Sept.
Mar.
Dec.
Mar.
Dec.

Apr.
Dec.
Aug.
Mar.

Swivel mechanism, CRT
Synthesizer, RF
Synthesizer, two-channel
System integration

Two-channel synthesizer
Two-phase operation
Two-tone operation

Aug.
Aug.
Aug.

U
UHF output section
UNIX operatingsystem

T
Tape drive, half-inch
Tape drive, 1A-inch
TC-10, test data collection
Terminal, low-cost
Testers, modular design
Testing, data collection
Testing, dynamic, thin-film
memory discs
Text and graphics, side by
Text editing software with
Thermodynamics, thermal
Thin-film disc technology
Thin-film structure, ink-jet
printhead
Thin films, YIG
ThinkJet Printer
ThinkJet, The Integral,
internal printer
Tilt mechanism, CRT
Time base loop
Towel ribbon control
Tractor positioning, power
Transaction management
Translators, PC-10
Transportable computer
Trap machine

software

side
graphics
ink jet

Triggers,simultaneous,protocol
analyzer
TRS, SPN Test Result Standard
Two-channeloperation

Mar.
Mar.
Aug.
Apr.
Nov.
Aug.
Nov.
Feb.
Feb.
May
Nov.
May
Feb.
May
Oct.
Apr.
Dec.
June
June
Feb.

Dec.
Oct.

V
Vector buffer
Vector graphics, dot matrix printer
Video display terminal
Virtual microcode memory
VLSI CRT controller
VLSI, custom microprocessor
VLSI, HP 3000 Series 37 Computer

Apr.
June
Apr.
Sept.
Apr.
May
Sept.

w
Wait probability
Waveform boundary indicator,
ECG
Wear, thin-film memory disc
Winchester disc backup
Work order control
Workstation, personal
Write-ahead logging
Write system, half-inch tape drive
Write wait probability

Feb.
Sept.
Nov.
Mar.
Mar.
Oct,
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.

x

Iulv
Oct.

Y

Iulv

Feb

YIG, thin films

IuIy
Aug.
Aug.

z

PART3: ModelNumberIndex
DC6OO
EA-10
IC-10
PC-10
TC.1O
2225AlBlclD
2392F^
2563A
2565,A.
2s664
HP 3000
H P 3 0 0 0 S e r i e s3 7
33264
47604/AVAM.
49514
49534
4955r\

s600c
75504
7978f'

High-Density Data Cartridge
Data Analysis System
Integrated Circuit Manufacturing
Information System
Process Control System
Tester Collection System
ThinkJet Printer
DisplayTerminal
300-lpm Line Printer
600-lpm Line Printer
900-lpm Line Printer
Computer
Computer
Two-Channel Synthesizer
Cardiograph
Protocol Analyzer
Protocol Analyzer
Protocol Analyzer
ECGManagement System
B-Pen Graphics Plotter
Magnetic Tape Subsystem
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Mar.
Aug.

Julv
Julv
Aug.
May
Apr.
lune
June
lune
Feb.
Mar.
Sept.
Aug.
Sept.

lulv
July
Iuly

Sept.
Apr.
Mar.

B15OA
81514
8642A/B
91444
9807,\
260614
322761.
460604
4761,1,4
47672]{
476],94
815114
815721^18
815194
828751
82860J
97501A
988194
SPN

Optical Signal Source
Optical Pulse Power Meter
RF Signal Generator
7a-Inch Cartridge Tape Drive
The Integral Computer
Vector Graphics Option
HP Maintenance Management
HP Mouse
Adult Criteria Module
Pediatric Criteria ModuIe
ECG Collection Module
Optical Head
Optical Head
Optical Receiver
Datacom Package
HP-UX Technical BASIC
3%-Inch 1o-Mblte
MicroWinchester Disc Drive
HPTechWriter
Semiconductor Productivity
Network

]att.

Jan.
Dec.
Mar.
Oct.
lune
Mar.
Oct.
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Ian.
]an.
Ian.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
Feb.

Julv
Aug.

PART4: AuthorIndex
Aden, l. Stephen
Aken, Michael B.
Allen, Ross R.
Allyn, Michael C.
Alvarez, Patria G.
Amerson, Frederic C.
Anderson, Roy E.
Andreas, James R.
Angevine, Wayne M.
Appleyard, Aileen C.
Auyer, Walter L.

May
Aug.
May
Nov.
Sept.
Sept.
Feb.
Oct.

Baily, Everett M.
Bale, Jonathan E.
Banta, Robert H., Jr.
Barbut, Freddie
Bartle, David A.
Baugh, Richard A.
Becker, lohn C.
Becker, Josef
Berkel, Werner
Bhaskar, Eldurkar V.
Birnbaum, Joel S.
Black, Vonn L.
Bloomquist, Darrel R.
Boucher, William R.
Bowers, Dennis
Brabant, Richard
Braun, Thomas R.
Brewster, fon A.
Bromley, David J.
Buck, Roy T.
Bunton, Irving, Jr.
Burns, Robert E.
Busch, John R.

June
June
Sept.

Callaway, Robert P.
Cauzid, Michel
Chang, Kok-Wai
Chapuis, fean-Louis
Chatron, Jean-Yves
Cline, Robert C.
Cloutier, Frank L.
Collison, Robert R.
Covelli, Ernest F.
Craven, John S.
Culp, Bradfred W.
Curtis, Hoyle L.

May
Apr.
Feb.

Day, Clifford K.
Decker, Eric B.
Delwiche, Alan
DiTommaso, Donald A.
Dong, fohn W.
Dorward, Peter H.
Doue, John C.
Drennan, George A.
Dulphy, Christian-Marcel
Eberle, Volker
Eckert, Achim

July
Iuly
Mar.

Aug.
Nov.
Mar,
Jan.
T^,drr.

May
Aug.
July
Nov.
May
Sept.
Apr.
May
Oct.
Nov.
May
Mar.
Dec.
Feb.

Apr.
Oct.
May
Dec.
June
June
Mar.
Mar.
Nov.
Sept.

Julv
Mar.
Mar.
Sept.
Sept.
Nov.
Apr.
T^-

Jan.

Edson, Dennis R.
Eggert, Rainer
Elder, Richard E.
Emmerich, Robert D.
Ernst, Stephen M.
Espeland, fames A.

Nov.

Fajardo, Ray M.
Faulkner, Thomas R.
Flade, Bernhard
Fleischer-Reumann,Michael

Oct.
Dec.
]an.
]an.

Gembarowski, Mark L.
Gennetten, K. Douglas
Giffard, Robin P.
Gilliom, Greg L.
Goder, Michael
Goglia, Peter R.
Gordon, Philip
Green, Gary W.
Gregory, Wayne T.
Groenke, Jeffery W.
Grovenburg, William Grant
Gysling, Peter

Mar.
Mar.
Nov.
Sept.
Jan.
Nov.
June
june
Mar.
Apr.
Iulv
June

Hackleman, David
Halpenny, Thomas J.
Hansen, Von L.
Harkins, C. Girvin
Heath, Dean M.
Helt, Karen S.
Herleikson, Earl C.
Herr, Tammy V.
Hesterman, Victor W.
Higaki, Wesley H.
Higgins, Marvin L.
Hodges, lohn
Hoeing, Klaus
Holl, James H.
Howe, Stephan P.
Huning, Hans

May
Apr.
June
Nov.
Oct.
Oct.
Dec.
Apr,
Nov.
Iuly
Oct.
Nov.
Ian.
Sept.
Nov.
Jan.

Ishak, Waguih S.
Jacobson, Michael B.
fam, Mehraban
Jeppsen, Bryce E.
Jewell, Michael B.
Johnson, Mark W.
fones, Sharon E.
Karlin, David B.
Katen, Cheryl V.
Keisling, Mark D.
Kellogg, Harry E.
Kepler, David L.
Kogler, Charles R.
Knight, William R.
Koffmane, Gerd
Kondoff, Alan J.
Krebs, Ken

Ian.
Nov.
Mar.

Iulv
Oct.

Feb.
Nov.
Sept.
lune
Dec.
Dec.
lune

Julv
May

Iuly
June
Oct.
Dec.
May
]an.
Feb.

Iuly

Krizan, Brock

Oct.

La Fetra, Frank E., Jr. (Skip)
Lantz, Jeffrey M.
Lassiter, AIbert Einstein
Lawton, Robert J.
Lowe, Dave
Luque, Phillip R.

Sept.
June
Dec.
Nov.
May
June

Ma, Peter L.
Maisenbacher, Bernd
Malin, Joseph L.
Martinelli, Ren6
Mayer, Ronald l.
McClelland, Paul H.
McConica, Charles H.
Mcllvaine, George V.
Meyer, fohn D.
Miller, Brian M.
Miller, Craig L.
Mills, Nelson A.
Monroe, Charles C.
Moore, Elizabeth Gates
Moore, Glenn E., Jr.
Morehouse, Charles C.
Mortensen, Sterling f.
Mostafa, Hatem E.
Miiller, Emmerich
Murdock, Edward S.

Apr.
Jan.
Mar.
Apr.
Dec.
May
Mar.
June
May
Dec.
Mar.
Oct.
Sept.

Natarajan, Bangalore R.
Nielsen, Niels J.
Niemann, Mark A.

Nov.
May
Dec.

Obermeyer, lohn R.
Odell, Chris L.
Opfer, fames E.

Sept.

Panyasak, Khambao
Parrish, William M.
Pearo, Thomas A.
P h i l l i p s , J a m e sN .
Pickup, Ray L.
Pless, Wilfried
Poorman, Paul
Potter, Katherine F.
Price, David L.
Prieur, Michdle

Apr.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
May

Rader, John R.
Ratliff, Bryan D.
Regas, Kenneth A.
Regelson, Elaine C.
Richards, AIan J.
Rogers, Paul L.
Rood, Andrew L.
Roskelley, Keith S.
Ruf, John A.
Ruhnow, Roger W.
Ruska, David W.
Russell, Todd L.

IuIv
Nov.
Nov.
Mar.
Apr.
Jan.
Nov.

July
Nov.

Nov.
Aug.
fune
Apr'

Iuly
Dec.
Apr.
Feb.
Mar.
Sept.
Oct.
Nov.
Mar.

Iuly
Mar.
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Russon, Virgil K.

Mar.

Scampini, Steven A.
Schmeling, David J.
Schmid, Wolfgang
Schneider, Marla
Scholten, Alvin D.
Seymour, Richard S.
Shafer, fimmy L.
Shaker, Chris
Siewell, Gary L.
Simon, fean-Jacques
Sleeper, Andrew D.
Smay, Scott R.
Spaulding, William M.

Sept.
Mar.
Jan.
Nov.
fune
Nov.
Mar.
Sept.
May
Apr'
May
Nov.
Aug.
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Spenner,Bruce F.
Stone,Martin L.
Summers,JamesB.

Nov.
Apr.
Dec.

Taft, Fred
Testardi,StephenL.
Tong, Gary L.
Tribolet, David C.
Turley, Richard T.
Tursich, StephenB.
Tyson,Ben B.

Oct.
fune
Dec.
Apr.
Mar.
Iuly
fune

Vallance,Anthony G.
Van Maren, David J.
Vobis, foachim

Sept.
Mar.
Jan.

Wadley, Donald K.
Wagner, Marvin W.
Wanger,Mark E.
Wende, Michael T.
Wheeler,Daniel D.
White, Reed I.
Williams, Tim f.
Witt, StephenH.
Wong, Edwin G.
Woodward, Malcolm E.
Worley, William S., fr.
Yackle, Dorothy |.
Zarlingo, Ben

fune
Dec.
Mar.
Dec.
fune
Aug.
Oct.

Iulv
Sept.
Sept.
Aug.

Iulv
Aug.
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Signal GeneratorService :

Michael T. Wende
4:

High-PerformanceSignal Generator:

Robert E. Burns
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Interfaceand Controller:
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Berkeleywitha BSdegreein electricalengineering
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m e c h a n i c adl e s i g no f t h e
HP 8663 and HP 8642A,/8
SignalGenerators.He is
nameocornventor
on a patent applicationrelatedto
m o d u l a rp r o d u c td e s i g n
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degree awarded in 1979 by the Universityof
Californiaat SantaBarbara.He'sa residentof Liberty Lake,Washingtonand just returnedfrom a
one-yeartour of westernEurope,Turkey,and
Yugoslavia
H.ee n l o y sb a c k p a c k i n gk,a y a k i n gb, i c y c l et o u rn g , a l l k n d s o f s k i i n g ,a n d p l a y sv o l l e y b a lol n a n a t i o n a l lrya n k e dt e a m .H e a l s oc o n tributessomesparet me to the physicsdepartment
of a local high school

Marv Wagnerhas been
w i t h H P s i n c e1 9 8 1a n d
was responsiblefor portions of the output section
design of the HP 86424/8
SignalGenerators.He is
p r e s e n t la
y n R & Dp r o d u c t i v i t ym a n a g e ra n d i s i n terestedin computer

tendedthe University
of Utah,earninga BSEEde,
g r e ei n 1 9 8 1. M a r v ,h i sw i f e ,a n df o u rc h i l d r e nl i v e
in Spokane,Washington.
He is involvedin youthactivitiesand sports in his church and likesplaying
soltballand basketball.

Robert R. Collison
W i t hH P s i n c e 1 9 7 3 ,B o b
Collisonwas projectmanager for the output section
of the HP 8642A,/8Signal
Generators.He has also
contributedto the developmentof the HP86548Slgnal Generator,the HP
8901A l\,4odulation
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HP791I , and HP7912DiscDrives.Hewas born
in Yakima,Washington,
completedworktor a BSEE
degreef romWashingtonStaleUniversityin 1971,
and wenton to earnan MSEEdegreef romthe Universityof Washingtonin 1973.Bob, his wife, and
his son live in Veradale,Washington.He likes
camping,boating,alllypesot skiing,and working
on home improvementproJects.

JamesB. Summers
Jim Summerswas born in
Michigan
C i t y ,I n d i a n a n d
educatedat the University
of Wisconsinat Madison.
He earned his BSEEdeg r e ei n 1 9 7 8a n d h i sM S E E
degree in 1979,coming to
HP the same year. He designedthe UHFoutputsection.fortheHP8642A/8Sigreversepowerprotectionfor the HP
nalGenerators,
86428,and the attenuatorinterfacefor the HP
86424. He livesin Spokane,Washington,is an
amateurradiooperator(KDZF),and likestinkering
models.Healsoenjoysgolf,
withradio-controlled
t e n n i sh
, u n t i n ga, n d l i s h i n g .
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Frequency Synthesizel

Earl C. Herleikson
Earl Herleiksonis a nalive
of Spokane,Washington
and a graduateof the Universityol Californiaat Davis
(BSEE1980).After joining
HP in 19BOhe worked on
thedevelopmentoi the HP
8642N8 SignalGenerators.He is interestedin lownoiseRF design. Earl is
married,hasJourchildren,and is a BoyScouttroop
leader.When not workingon his ranch near
Spokane,he enjoyswindsurling.

Ronald J. Mayer
W i t hH P s i n c e 1 9 8 1 ,R o n
lvlayercontrlbutedto the
developmentof the SAWR
loopand 45-MHztimebase
for the HP 8642AJBSignal
He was bornin
Generators.
and
LongBeach,Californra
receivedhis BSEEdegree
f romCaliforniaPolytechnic
StateUniversity
at Pomona
in 1981. He alsoservedin the U.S.Navyas an electronicstechnician.Ron is married,has one son,
He likesskiing,
and livesin Veradale,Washington.
gardening,andtoyingwithradio-controlled
model
helicooters.

Brian M. Miller
With HP since 1979,Brian
Milleris a projectmanager
at theSpokaneDivision.He
has worked on the HP
89564 System Inlerface
and designedthe FM loop
and the counterfortheHP
8642N8 SignalGenerators. He was a project
HP89038/E
managerforthe
Audio Analyzersand is the coinvenloron several
patentapplications.
Brianwas broughtup in Littleton, Coloradoand attendedthe Universityof Colorado (BSEE1979).He livesin Spokane,
withhiswifeand hasservedon a city/
Washington
countytask force workingon local problems.He
is an avid birdwatcherand is an amaleurradio
operatorwithan ExtraClasslicense(Nl7P).He also
likesfishing,hiking,and workingon cars.

Mark A. Niemann
A 1979graduateof the Universityof Wisconsinat
Madison,Mark Niemann
has a BSEEdegree.After
j o i n i n gH Pi n 1 9 7 9h e c o n tributedto the development
of the HP89024Measuring
Receiverand the HP
89038/EAudio Analyzers.
Morerecentlyhe workedon

A d d r e s sC o r r e c t i oR
nequested
Hewlett-Packard
Company 3000 Hanover
Street,PaloAlto,California
94304

the power supply and lF referencefor the HP
8642N8 SignalGenerators.Mark was born in
Watertown,Wisconsinand now livesin Liberty
Lake,Washington.He listsskiing,playingthe
piano,photography,and workingin thedarkroom
as outsideinterests.

Thomas R. Faulkner
An R&D engineerat HP's
SpokaneDivision,Tom
FaulknerhasbeenwithHP
since 1979.He worked on
the HP 86564 Signal
Generatorand contributed
to the developmentof the
sum and relerenceloops
and productionpreleststationfor the HP8642A/8Sigthe
nal Generators.He is presentlyinvestigating
leasibilityof a newproduct.An alumnusof the Universityol Californiaat Davis,he earneda BSEEdegree in .1976and an MSEEdegree in 1978.Tom
Californiaand now lives
was bornin Sacramento,
in Spokane,Washingtonwith his wife and lhree
children.He hasdevelopedexhibitsforthe Eastern
WashingtonUniversityScienceCenterand is interestedin alternateenergydesignfor homes.His
other outsideinlerestsincludeelectronics,woodworking,photography,and playinglhe piano.
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Audio Modulation

GaryL. Tong
GaryTongcompleledwork
for a BSEEdegree from
CaseWesternReserveUniv e r s i l y i n1 9 8 0 a n d c a m e t o
HP the same year. He designedthe modulalionsection and heterodyne reference for the HP 8642A'/8
SignalGeneratorsand the
firmwaretor the HP89038/E
interestsinclude
AudioAnalyzers.His professional
circuitand systemdesign,audioand BF,and digitalfirmwareand hardware.Qarywas borninTiffin,
Ohio and currentlyis a residentof Spokane,
Washington.He is an an amateurradio operator
(N7CDT)and enjoysskiing,hiking,aslronomy,and
nome compulers.
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